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ABSTRACT
NEW TECHNOLOGIES IN SHORT SPAN BRIDGES:
A STUDY OF THREE INNOVATIVE SYSTEMS
MAY 2012
ANDREW LAHOVICH, B.SC., NORTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY
M.S.C.E, UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Scott Civjan
Short span bridges are commonly used throughout the United States to span small
waterways and highway overpasses. New technologies in the civil engineering industry
have aided in the creation of many unique designs of these short span highway bridges in
efforts to decrease construction cost, decrease maintenance costs, increase efficiency,
increase constructability, and increase safety. Three innovative systems, the Integral
Abutment Bridge, “Bridge-in-a-Backpack”, and the Folded Plate Girder bridge will be
analyzed to study how the bridges behave under various types of loading.
Detailed finite element models were created for integral abutment bridges of
varying geometry. These models are used to study how the live load distribution
transversely across the bridge is effected by varying geometric properties and varying
modeling techniques. These models will also be used to determine live load distribution
factors for the integral abutment bridges and compare them to current American
Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials specifications.
The “Bridge-in-a-Backpack” and the Folded Plate Girder bridges were each
constructed with a variety of instruments to measure the bridge movements. Readings
iii

from these instruments are used to determine the bridge response under various loading
conditions. Bridges were analyzed during their construction process, during static live load
testing, and during long term seasonal changes. The results from these studies will aid in
the refinement of these innovative designs.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1

Motivation
Short span bridges are common throughout the United States. These bridges

represent typical highway bridges such as those that span small waterways and highway
overpasses. New technologies in the civil engineering industry have aided in the creation of
many unique designs of these short span highway bridges in efforts to decrease
construction cost, decrease maintenance costs, increase efficiency, increase
constructability, and increase safety.
This thesis will analyze three innovative short span bridge systems. These systems
are integral abutment bridges, the “Bridge-in-a-Backpack” Bridge, and the Folded Plate
Girder Bridge. The integral abutment bridge type is rapidly gaining popularity in the United
States due to the savings in maintenance and construction costs that is gained by
eliminating bearings and expansion joints. The next two innovative bridges were
constructed by MassDOT during 2011. The “Bridge-in-a-Backpack” is a concrete filled fiberreinforced polymer tube arch bridge developed at the University of Maine, designed by
Advanced Infrastructure Technologies (AIT) (http://www.aitbridges.com/), and constructed
in Fitchburg, MA. The second bridge is a folded plate girder bridge, consisting of steel folded
plate sections with composite precast concrete slab girders, connected through closure
pours (http://www.foldedplate.com/) being constructed in Uxbridge, MA. Construction of
these bridges includes installation of instruments to monitor the bridge response under
varying loading conditions.
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By using finite element modeling, a parametric study will be performed on integral
abutment bridges of varying geometry to determine the effects of abutment skew angle
and various modeling techniques on the distribution of live load transversely across the
bridge. The “Bridge-in-a-Backpack” and Folded Plate Girder Bridges will be studied by
performing field monitoring using a variety of sensors attached to the bridges to determine
the responses during the bridge construction process, under static live load testing, and
during seasonal thermal changes. The first of each type of these bridges were constructed
in Massachusetts and are being studied by the University of Massachusetts - Amherst.
1.2

Integral Abutment Bridge Background
Bridges are subject to stresses and deformations induced by a variety of different

loading applications including but not limited to gravity loads and thermal loads. Traditional
bridge construction techniques use bearings to connect the superstructure to the
substructure. In these bridges expansion joints are used to account for the movement of
the bridge under thermal loading. Integral abutment bridges (IABs) differ in a fundamental
way in that the superstructure is made integral with the substructure. Typically this is done
by embedding the ends of the bridge girders into the abutment and casting them in
concrete thus creating a connection with fixity between the bridge girders and the
abutments that support them. This construction method allows for the elimination of the
bearings and expansion joints.
IABs prove advantageous because of the high maintenance costs associated with
traditional bridge construction techniques. The expansion joints often deteriorate, leading
to for water infiltration resulting in problems such as deterioration of the ends of the bridge
2

girders, bearings, and concrete abutments. Also, it is possible for the expansion joints
themselves to be compromised by debris restricting their movement which can damage
these joints.
The connection between the bridge girders and abutments of IABs create many new
design challenges that are not present in the design of a typical bridge. The fixity of the
connection between the superstructure and substructure essentially simplifies the entire
IAB into a frame. This differs fundamentally from typical bridge design where the bridge
superstructure can be modeled as a simply supported beam, and the substructure can be
modeled independently. In this modeling of a typical bridge, the behavior of the
superstructure under different loadings is independent from the substructure. Designers
need only transfer the vertical reactions from the simply supported superstructure to the
substructure in their analyses.
In IABs the superstructure and substructure are integral and therefore their behavior
is not independent of one another. The fixity of this connection in IABs allows the transfer
of moments, vertical force, and horizontal force between the superstructure and
substructure which must be accounted for in the design of IABs. Under thermal loading, the
bridge superstructure will expand and contract. This movement, which in traditional
bridges is accounted for through the use of bearings and roller supports, is now transferred
to the substructure in IABs. In addition, IABs must account for the soil-structure interaction
at the substructure components which adds a level of complexity to the analysis.

3

1.3

Integral Abutment Bridge Design Methods
Throughout the United States, State Department of Transportations (DOTs) have

different design guides specific to the challenges of designing IABs. IAB guidelines vary
greatly from state to state; geometric limits including permissible length and skew angle,
methods for determining substructure capacities, and standard construction details all
differ from state to state (Wasserman 2005). Design Guides often include restrictions on
bridge dimensions such as overall bridge length, maximum span length, maximum skew
angle and maximum curvature allowed in IAB design. These criteria differ amongst various
state DOTs (Wasserman 2005). A representative sample of IAB design guides were
examined to provide an overview of some of the varying IAB design practices.
1.3.1 Integral Abutment Bridge Geometric Limitations
As part of the Federal Highway Administration conference in 2005 entitled Integral
Abutment and Jointless Bridges, current practices of IAB design in New England states were
presented (Conboy 2005). This paper summarized the variation of geometric guidelines
between states and can be seen below in Table . Limitations on curvature were not
mentioned in this paper.
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Table 1-1: Geometric Guidelines (recreated from Conboy 2005)
Span Length

Skew

Steel (ft) Concrete (ft) Angle (Degrees)
Connecticut

-

-

20

Maine

200

330

30

Massachusetts

330

590

30

New Hampshire

300

600

-

Rhode Island

No Limit

No Limit

No Limit

Vermont

330

590

20

The most recent edition of the MaineDOT Bridge Design Guide (MDOT-BDG
(MDOT
2003)
reveals in further detail the limits set on bridge length and skew, and their relation to pile
size and pile-abutment
abutment connection type. These limits can be found below in Table 1-1 and
Table 1-2,, and details for the pile
pile-abutment connection can be seen in Figure 1-1.
Table 1-1: Maximum Bridge Length for Fixed Head Abutment (feet) (MDOT-BDG
(MDOT
2003)

Table 1-2: Maximum Bridge Length for Pin
Pinned
ned Head Abutment (feet) (MDOT-BDG
(MDOT
2003)

5

Figure 1-1: Pinned and Fixed Head Connection Details (MDOT-BDG 2003)
In Massachusetts, the Massachusetts DOT (MassDOT) LRFD Bridge Manual
(MassDOT-BM 2009) contains a section dedicated to bridge type selection. In this section,
various bridge types are assigned applicable span ranges and whether or not integral
abutment construction is permitted.
Similar to Maine, Minnesota provides limits on IAB length and skew however it
differs in that the skew limit is a function of the overall bridge length. The Minnesota LRFD
Bridge Design Manual (MN-BDM 2011) skew limitations are shown graphically below in
Figure 1-2.

6

Figure 1-2: Maximum Skew Angle for Integral Abutments (MN-BDM 2011)
The sloped portion of the graph is based on the following equation:
  45°

0.125

100

[1-1]

Where L is the length of the bridge in feet.
Variations of geometric limitations throughout the United States may be to account
for regional thermal changes. The limitations are likely also resulting from the experience of
the DOT with the design and construction of IABs, and the incorporation of ongoing
research of the DOT with regard to IAB design criteria.
1.3.2 Superstructure Design
The MassDOT bridge manual also contains an entire appendix dedicated to the
design of IABs. These guidelines specify that the superstructure is to be designed and
analyzed assuming that it is simply supported for gravity loading. The fixity between the

7

superstructure and substructure is ignored due to the uncertainty in the degree of fixity of
the connection (MassDOT-BM 2009).
The Vermont Agency of Transportation (VTrans) also has guidelines specific to the
design of IABs titled Integral Abutment Bridge Design Guidelines (VT-IABDG 2008). This
document includes guidelines for the design of IABs and includes criteria for structural,
geometrical, hydraulic, and geotechnical design issues. Similar to MassDOT, Vermont
specifies that loads be applied to a simply supported structure to determine superstructure
load effects. However it also specifies that loads be applied to a frame structure in order to
calculate the negative bridge end moments (VT-IABDG 2008).
1.3.3 Substructure Design
Both MassDOT and VTrans specify that the piles for IABs need to be designed to
account for combined axial force and bending moments based on an analysis that
incorporates the effect of the soil into account (MassDOT-BM 2009) (VT-IABDG 2008).
However there are slight differences between the states as to how this is accomplished.
MassDOT uses a simplified approach based on pile ductility and data from a
parametric study to determine the depth to which the pile is assumed to be fixed in the
earth (MassDOT-BM 2009). This shortened depth of the pile is then used to analyze the
soil-pile interaction in a computer program called COMP624P. For use of this program,
MassDOT assumes that the pile reaches the plastic moment at the pile head and models the
piles with a pinned connection and the plastic moment applied at the pile head (MassDOTBM 2009).

8

The VT-IABDG makes the assumption that plastic moment of the pile section is
effected by applied axial loads. This in turn reduces the moment needed to cause a plastic
hinge to form as the axial load increases. The VT-IABDG also specifies the use of L-Pile
software to analyze the pile response under lateral loads. An assumption is made that
abutment slides rigidly without rotation under thermal loading, thus the displacement at
the superstructure level is directly applied to the top of the pile section (VT-AIBDG 2008).
This assumption ignores the effect of the abutment rotation in reducing this amount of
displacement that is transferred to the piles, likely yielding a more conservative design of
the substructure.
A difference between these two states in their use of computer software to analyze
piles under lateral loads is that MassDOT assumes the pile to reach the plastic moment at
the pile head, where VTrans uses the software to determine the pile head condition by
iterating the design using the results from the software. The section below will detail how
VTrans uses the L-Pile software to perform the design of piles.
1.3.3.1 L-Pile Software
L-Pile is software used by many DOTs for analysis of piles under lateral loading and is
similar COMP624P. L-Pile is able to analyze the soil-structure interaction to determine the
bending moment along the length of the pile caused by lateral load, such as thermally
induced loads. L-Pile has the capability to output the moment and displacement values in
both graphical and tabular formats. Vermont’s pile design procedure uses these data to
separate the pile into three sections each having its own design criteria. Figure 1-3 and
Figure 1-4 below show the discretization of the pile based on the pile head end condition.
9

Figure 1-3: Pile Design Model when Mu < Mp’ (VT-IABDG 2008)

Figure 1-4: Pile Design Model when Mu = Mp’ (VT-IABDG 2008)
These models are used to verify assumptions about the pile head conditions and
determine the unbraced length of the pile segments which are then used to check the pile
under axial and bending moment loads.

10

The Top Segment and Second Segment are designed per AASHTO-LRFD criteria for
combined axial load and flexural moment. Equation 1-2 below shows the axial load and
moment interaction equation specified in AASHTO Section 6.9.2.2.
 8 
    1.0
 9 

[1-2]

Where:

•

Pu = Applied axial load

•

Pr = Calculated structural pile resistance

•

Mr = Calculate pile flexural strength
The equation is used to solve for Mu and this value is the moment that would cause

a plastic hinge to form at the pile head (Mp’). The Lower Zone of the pile is then design
based on axial loads alone, and the axial resistance is based on an unbraced length of zero
feet (VT-IABDG 2008).
Parameters from design calculations are input into the L-Pile software. These
parameters include the displacement at the head of the pile, rotation at the head of the pile
(used to specify “fixity” between pile head and abutment), and the axial load on the pile.
Also, parameters related to the pile dimensional and material properties, and the
dimensional and material properties of the soil are required for the analysis (VT-IABDG
2008). This L-Pile design process is iterative since the pile parameters are required for input
effect the output related to pile displacement and bending moment.
Initially, the rotation at the top of the pile head is set to zero radians to model a
fixed pile head condition. From the L-Pile output, the moment at the head of the pile (Mu)

11

is then compared to the moment required to develop a plastic hinge in the pile (Mp’). If Mu
is greater than or equal to Mp’, then a second L-Pile iteration is performed. For the second
iteration instead of inputting a rotation of zero radians at the pile head, the pile plastic
moment Mp’ is input. Figure 1-5 below shows the input variables for an example design
using L-Pile.

Figure 1-5: L-Pile Input Example (VT-IABDG 2008)
In this example, the displacement value of -0.4724 inches is the calculated
displacement based on thermal loads, the moment value of 1111751 pound-inches is the
plastic moment for the pile section used in the example, and the axial load of 416795.74
pounds is the factored live and dead loads applied to the pile (VT-IABDG 2008).
From the output of this iteration, the unbraced lengths of the Top Segment and 2nd
Segment can be determined by taking the distance from the top of the pile to the first point
of inflection (depth at which the moment acting on the pile is equal to zero), and the
distance between the first and second point of inflection respectively. Also the maximum
pile moment can be determined from the L-Pile output. These values are then used to
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determine the capacity of the pile and compared to the design forces to ensure an
adequate pile design. Figure 1-6 below shows a sample of the graphical output from L-Pile
used to determine the unbraced lengths and maximum moment.

Figure 1-6: Bending Moment vs. Depth Example L-Pile Output (VT-IABDG 2008)
1.4

Live Load Distribution Factors
The American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO)

provide a standard for the design and construction of bridges throughout the United States
entitled AASHTO Bridge Design Specifications (AASHTO 2010). In Section 4 of these
specifications entitled Structural Analysis and Evaluation, AASHTO provides designers with
acceptable methods used to simplify the design of bridges. One of these methods is the
Live Load Distribution Factor (LLDF) which is used to simplify the modeling of a bridge to a
13

2D structure, eliminating the width of the bridge as a parameter (AASHTO 2010). The LLDFs
are then used to determine the amount of load that each girder of the bridge the cross
section must resist. This is shown below as Equation 1-3.
 

! "# %

[1-3]

Where g is the live load distribution factor and F represents the force being analyzed.
A literature review was conducted to determine the methods used in developing
AASHTO LLDFs prior to performing the parametric study of skewed IABs. The literature
review was performed to determine the methodology that would be used in order to report
the LLDFs for the skewed IABs analyzed in the parametric study. The review consisted of
papers whose topics focused on the creation of these LLDFs, and their applicability for use
on IABs with varying soil properties.
1.4.1 Creation of Refined LLDFs
A study of AASHTO LLDFs entitled Distribution of Wheel Loads on Highway Bridges
was initiated in the mid-1980s as National Cooperative Highway Research Program (NCHRP)
Project 12-26. Formulae for determining wheel load distribution factors have been a part of
AASHTO specifications since 1931 (Zokaie 1992). Prior to this study, the AASHTO LLDFs
were functions of bridge girder spacing (S), and a constant based on bridge type and
geometry (D). The purpose of this study was to improve the accuracy and range of
applicability of the wheel load distribution factors by developing new equations with more
parameters.
Many different bridge types were evaluated in the study which consisted of three
levels of analysis for each bridge type. Bridge types that were analyzed included beam-and14

slab bridges, prestressed concrete and reinforced concrete box girder bridges, slab bridges,
multi-box beam bridges, and spread box beam bridges. The three levels of accuracy were as
follows: level 3 being the most accurate involved detailed modeling of the bridge deck, level
2 included either graphical methods, monographs and influence surfaces, or simplified
computer programs, level 1 being the least accurate used simple formulae to determine the
lateral distribution of the wheel loads (Zokaie 1992).
The study made suggestions for new LLDF equations (level 1 formulae) based on
additional bridge parameters; an example of such equations is provided below as Equation
1-4, this equation is applicable to beam-and-slab bridges for determining the moment
distribution to interior girders under multiple lane loading.
 (.)  (." * (..
 0.15   '     - 
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Where:

•

S = girder spacing (3.5’ ≤ S ≤ 16’)

•

L = span length (20’ ≤ L ≤ 200’)

•

Kg = n(I+Ae2) (10,000 ≤ Kg ≤ 7x106 in4)

•

n = modular ratio of girder material to slab material

•

I = girder moment of inertia

•

A = girder area

•

e = eccentricity of the girder (distance from centroid of girder to midpoint of slab)

•

ts = slab thickness (4.4” ≤ ts ≤ 12”)
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Similar equations were developed for each of the various bridge type analyzed, and
for various loading conditions and type of loading to be analyzed, i.e. equations for moment
distribution to interior girder under single lane loading, shear distribution to interior girders
under multiple lane loading, shear distribution to interior girders under single lane loading,
etc. The equation for determining shear in an interior girder due to multiple lane loading is
shown below as Equation 1-5.
 0.4 

 "
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Equations were also developed to determine the load distribution to exterior
girders. For beam-and-slab bridges these equations use a correction factor, e, to be applied
to the distribution factor for interior beams. These equations are of the following form:
012
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[1-6]

Where for example, moment distribution to exterior girders under multiple lane loading:
  7'  5 /9.17 8 1.0

[1-7]

With de equal to the distance from the center of the exterior girder to the edge of the
exterior lane in feet.
The study also developed equations for the correction of skew effects of beam-andslab bridges. The equation developed for the correction factor for moment is as follows:
91
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[1-8]

Where θ is bridge skew angle in degrees and c1 is given by Equation 1-8.
(."?
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All variables of Equation 1-8 are defined above for Equation 1-4.
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[1-9]

1.4.2 AASHTO LRFD LLDFs
Results of NCHRP Project 12-26 were adopted for the AASHTO-LRFD live load
distribution formulas (Zokaie 2000). However the LRFD edition of the AASHTO
specifications resulted in changes to the live load model and multiple presence factors. The
axle dimensions and loads were changed for the design truck in the LRFD edition of the
AASHTO specifications. Also the multiple presence factors, which are factors that are
multiplied by the maximum moment of the bridge section to increase or reduce the
moment for the presence of multiple vehicles. Therefore the study was revisited and
revised to account for the changes (Zokaie 2000).
The methodology of the study was essentially unchanged, the bridge decks were
loaded with truck wheel loads positioned longitudinally at the location producing the
maximum moment and shear. The wheel loads were then moved transversely across the
width of the bridge to determine the position for the maximum moment and shear for each
girder. Figure 1-7 below shows the truck wheel positions used for a typical bridge deck
section.
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Figure 1-7: Single- Span Beam-and-Slab Bridge Finite-Element Model (Zokaie 2000)
In order to incorporate the changes to the multiple presence factors, this procedure
was repeated for any number of trucks able to fit across the bridge and the AASHTO-LRFD
multiple presence factors were applied to the maximum moments. The wheel load
distribution factor or LLDF is reported as the ratio of the controlling girder moment to the
moment calculated by loading a simple beam with one line of truck wheel loads positioned
18

in order to provide the maximum moment. Zokaie notes that in the AASHTO-LRFD
specifications the LLDF is to be applied to the moment resulting from the full lane load (full
axle load) and not one line of wheel loads. However, since the study used only the wheel
loads to determine the moments on both the 3D and 2D models, the ratio of moments
caused by wheel loads is assumed to be the same as the ratio of moments cause by full axle
loads.
Part of this updated study also included a sensitivity study of bridge parameters. In
order to accomplish this, several hundred bridges were selected randomly from the
National Bridge Inventory File (NBIF) (Zokaie 2000). Mean, minimum, and maximum values
for bridge parameters were compiled and a finite-element model was created based on the
mean bridge parameters called the “Average Bridge”. Parameters were then varied from
the minimum to maximum to determine the correlation between the varied parameter and
distribution factor. This process was then repeated for each bridge parameter. An example
of the results from this study can be seen below in Figure 1-8.
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Figure 1-8: Sensitivity of Wheel Load Distribution Factors to Girder Spacing (Zokaie 2000)
The sensitivity study concluded that the key parameters are girder spacing (S), span
length (L), slab thickness (t), and girder stiffness (Kg) defined below in Equation 1-8 (Zokaie
2000).
*  B  C "

[1-10]

Where I, A, and e are previously defined for Equation 1-3.
The LLDF formulas based on these parameters were then modified to obtain a
desired accuracy by comparing their results to accurate modeling results of the bridges
selected from the NBIF. Samples of the formulas developed can be found below in Table
1-3.
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Table 1-3: Formulas for Moment/Shear Distribution (g) to Interior Girders (Zokaie 2000)

These formulas were submitted to AASHTO as the recommended equations to be
used to determine the LLDFs based on AASHTO’s LRFD live load models. The equations
appear in current AASHTO specifications win minor changes as shown below in Table 1-4.
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Table 1-4: Distribution of Live Loads per Lane for Moment in Interior Beams (AAHSTO
2010)

AASHTO also uses some simplified statics in determining the live load distribution
factors for exterior girders under single lane loading. The technique is called the “Lever
Rule” and is used for determining the shear and moment LLDFs for exterior girders under
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single lane loading for beam-slab bridges. The “Lever Rule” is shown schematically below in
Figure 1-9.

Figure 1-9: AASHTO Lever Rule Diagram
Forces are summed about an assumed hinge over the first interior girder to find the
reaction force in the exterior girder. The ratio of the reaction force of the exterior girder to
the applied load (2 x P) is the LLDF.
1.4.3 LLDFs in IABs
Dicleli and Erhan (2008) reported on research to determine the applicability of the
AASHTO LLDFs to precast concrete beam and steel girder IABs and to determine how
variations of IAB parameters affect the load distribution factors. Similar to the Zokaie
studies, which were performed entirely on simply supported bridges, full 3D models of IABs
were constructed and loaded per AASHTO-LRFD live load criteria. The results were then
compared to equivalent 2D models of IABs in order to determine the distribution factors.
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In constructing 3D models of IABs, it is important to accurately capture the
substructure effects and the soil-structure interaction of the bridge in order to obtain
accurate results. One assumption that this study made was that even though the soil
demonstrates highly nonlinear behavior when fully loaded, the effect of the live load is
small enough that the response remains in the linear elastic range. Therefore it was
applicable to idealize the soil as linear springs (Dicleli and Erhan 2008).
Two existing IABs were used in the modeling process of the study. The bridges were
chosen such that the study would cover a wide range of applicable IAB properties
commonly found in practice. The study by Dicleli and Erhan (2008) considered variations of
many parameters relating to the performance of IABs including:

•

Foundation soil stiffness

•

Considering and neglecting the effects of backfill

•

Considering and neglecting the effects of wingwalls

•

Backfill compaction level

•

Abutment height and thickness

•

Size, orientation, and number of piles

The properties of the two bridges considered and the variations of the
aforementioned properties are shown below in Table 1-5. Values for soil stiffness based on
the undrained shear strength of soft, medium, medium-stiff, and stiff clay were 20, 40, 80,
and 120 kPa respectively.
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Analy
(Dicleli
Table 1-5: IAB, Geotechnical, and Substructure Properties Considered in Analyses
and Erhan 2008)

In determining the LLDFs, the maximum moments were determined by treating the
girder and slab in composite action. Moments that were reported are the summation of the
maximum effects of the girder and its tributary width of slab (Dicleli and Erhan 2008).
Similar to simply supported structures ((Zokaie 2000),, the distribution factors are reported
as the ratio of the maximum live
live-load
load effects of the 3D model to the maximum effects of
the 2D model under a single truck load. It is unclear whether this study was performed
using the truck axle loads,, or using the truck wheel loads as was done by Zokaie.
The study concluded that variation of all parameters including foundation soil
stiffness, considering and neglecting the effects o
off backfill and wingwalls, backfill
compaction level, abutment height and thickness, and size, orientation, and number of piles
had negligible effects on the LLDFs for girder positive moment and shear at the abutment
face (Dicleli and Erhan 2008). The differences
erences between the AASHTO LLDFs and the LLDFs
reported for IABs ranged between 0.3% and 10.4% for girder moments, and 2% and 15% for
25

girder shears (Dicleli and Erhan 2008). The LLDFs for the IABs were always slightly more
conservative than those calculated by the AASHTO equations.
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CHAPTER 2
FINITE ELEMENT MODELING OF SKEWED INTEGRAL ABUTMENT BRIDGES
2.1 Introduction
This chapter will describe the methodology used to create the Finite Element Models
(FEMs) used to perform a parametric study of the effect of bridge skew angle on the LLDFs
for IABs. The study will be conducted to determine the variation of the LLDFs as the skew
angle is increased. Different bridge lengths will also be analyzed to determine if the effects
of the variation of the skew angle change as the bridge length is varied. Figure 2-1 and
Figure 2-2 below show a 3D view and a top of the FEM created for a bridge with a length (L)
of 50 feet and a skew angle (SK) of 15 degrees.

Figure 2-1: 3D View of L=50 ft. SK=15 deg. Bridge
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Figure 2-2: Top View of L=50 ft. SK=15 deg. Bridge
2.2 Bridge Geometry and Properties
To perform the parametric study of the effect of skew angles on LLDFs for IABs,
three fictitious bridges were created to have properties similar to what would be found on
actual integral abutment bridges. The three bridges were designed having increasing span
lengths; it was determined that lengths of 50 feet, 100 feet, and 150 feet would cover a
range similar to what is expected of actual single span IABs. Each of these three span
lengths was analyzed having skew angles of zero degrees, 15 degrees, 30 degrees, and 45
degrees.
The bridge width was determined by first considering the types of situations that
IABs are most commonly used for. Data from ongoing research being performed on IABs at
UMass was also used in determining appropriate bridge dimensions. Table 2-1 below shows
dimensions for the three bridges being investigated by UMass and also for the “Average
Bridge” used by Zokaie in creating the LLDF equations (Zokaie 2000).
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Table 2-1: Bridge Parameters
Bridge
Parameter
L (ft)
S (ft)
de (ft)
W (ft)

UMass IAB 1
(Middlesex, VT)
141.0
6.7
3.3
33.5

UMass IAB 2
(East Montpelier, VT)
121.0
10.2
2.9
46.6

UMass IAB 3
(Stockbridge, VT)
110.9
7.7
3.1
37.1

Zokaie
Average
48.0
7.8
2.5
36.1

For the parametric study, a bridge width of 36 feet was chosen based on the
parameters shown in Table 2-1 above and the AASHTO specifications of a 12 foot wide
design lane, thus giving the bridge three design lanes. The girder spacing chosen was 7.7
feet with an exterior edge overhang of 2.6 feet. A slab thickness of 6 inches was chosen
based on typical bridge slab depths. These dimensions were also carefully chosen such that
they fall within the allowable dimensions specified by AASHTO in order to use the LLDFs.
2.2.1 Superstructure Properties
The design of the bridge superstructure was performed using applicable design
standards and codes. The gravity loads for the superstructure were calculated in
accordance with the Vermont and Massachusetts IAB design guidelines, these loads were
assumed to act on a simply supported structure (MassDOT-BM 2009, VT-IABDG 2008).
Dead loads on each girder were calculated based on the tributary width of the
concrete slab of each girder and the self-weight of the girder. The live load moments were
determined by calculated the controlling midspan moment of a simply supported structure
due to the axel loads of the AASHTO Design Truck and the Design Lane Load. The AASHTO
load factors were taken based on the Strength I load combination limit state as 1.25 for
dead loads and 1.75 for live loads, and applied to the calculated moments to determine the
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design moment for the bridge girders. LLDFs were then calculated for interior and exterior
beams and applied to the design live load moment to determine the moment each girder
would need to resist. Table 2-2 below shows the LLDFs for the three different bridge spans
being considered. Since no girder size is known, Table 4.6.2.2.1-2 Simplified Value for Steel
Girder Bridges Based on S and L from AASHTO was used and the value of the portion of the
LLDF equation involving girder properties was assumed equal to 1.02, D

EF

."G1HI

(..

J

K 1.02.

Table 2-2: AASHTO LLDFs for Superstructure Design
LLDF
Span = 50 ft Span = 100 ft Span = 150 ft
Single Lane Interior
0.509
0.425
0.383
Multiple Lane Interior
0.681
0.603
0.562
Single Lane Exterior
0.826
0.826
0.826
Multiple Lane Exterior
0.722
0.639
0.596

Table 2-3 below shows results from the superstructure design procedure.
Table 2-3: Superstructure Design Properties
Span Length (ft)
Girder Shape
Controlling Factored Design
Moment (k-ft)
Moment Capacity (k-ft)

50
W30x124

100
W36x282

150
W40x593

1436

4462

8825

1530

4460

10400

The capacity for each beam is adequate; the 2 k-ft difference of the 100 foot span is
minimal and with the conservatism of considering a pinned-pinned superstructure this
difference can be ignored.
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2.2.2 Substructure Properties
The design of the substructure was performed in a similar manner to that of the
superstructure. Abutment properties for each of the three bridges were chosen to be the
same. The abutment thickness and depth were determined based on experiences with
recently constructed IABs. The abutment thickness and depth used for the study were 3
feet and 12 feet respectively.
2.2.2.1 Pile Design
The design of the piles for the bridges used in the parametric study was performed
according to the VTrans Integral Abutment Bridge Design Guide (VT-IABDG 2008). These
design specifications were chosen because of the level of accuracy used in modeling the
soil-structure interaction. The design methodology used is outlined in Section 1.3.3.
Results from the pile design procedure are shown below in Table 2-4.
Table 2-4: Pile Design Properties
Span Length (ft)
50
100
150
Pile Section
HP10x57 HP10x57 HP12x84
ΔT (inches)
0.234
0.468
0.702
Factored Vertical Load, Pu (kips)
139
197
284
Factored Moment at Pile Tip, Mu (kip-in.)
402
728
1640
Plastic Moment, Mp’ (kip-in.)
1278
1108
1975
Approx. Depth to Fixity (ft)
17.4
16
25

The deflection at the top of the pile head was calculated according to AASHTO
Section 3.12 and Equation 2-1 below (AASHTO 2010).
∆ M  N@OPQ0#,3

Where:
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•

L = Expansion length (inches)

•

α = Coefficient of thermal expansion (in./in./°F)

The specified values of TMaxDesign and TMinDesign for steel girder structures in a cold climate are
120°F and -30°F respectively. The value for the change in temperature used in Equation 2-1
above is the difference between the base construction temperature and upper or lower
boundary. For this purposed a range of 80% of the total design range was assumed for
calculating the thermal deformations (TMaxDesign - TMinDesign = 120°F).
The factored vertical load, Pu, was calculated based on the factored dead and live
loads of the superstructure and substructure. The factored moment at the pile tip, Mu, was
determined from the L-Pile output. The moment to cause a plastic hinge, Mp’, was
calculated by Equation 1-2. The unbraced lengths between pile sections were determined
by interpreting the L-Pile graphical output. With these values determined, the structural
pile resistance was calculated for each of the three pile segments, top, second, and bottom,
and checked against the factored vertical load to ensure the pile had appropriate capacity.
The approximate depth to fixity was interpreted from the L-Pile output results.
2.3 Finite Element Modeling Techniques
The procedure used to create the FEMs of IABs for the parametric study is the same
used for the creation of FEMs to analyze curved IABs at the University of Massachusetts –
Amherst (UMass) by Kalayci (2010). The computer program used to perform the modeling
was SAP2000 from Computers and Structures, Inc. This program is bundled with a built-in
Bridge Wizard which allows for easy creation of FEMs of standard bridges. The Bridge
Wizard was used to perform the initial steps of creating the IAB bridge models such as the
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superstructure geometric, material, and girder properties. Manual procedures were then
used to model the abutments, piles, and soil, to incorporate the integral behavior of the
bridge superstructure and substructure, and to increase the ease of exporting results to
determine LLDFs.
2.3.1 Bridge Superstructure Modeling
The concrete deck was modeled using 4-node shell elements with 6 degrees of
freedom (DOFs) at each node. Nodes for the concrete deck shell elements were located at
the mid-depth of the slab. The finite element mesh for the deck was generated using Bridge
Wizard by defining the maximum element size in the longitudinal direction as 2.5 feet, and
in the transverse direction as 4 feet which results in nodes at the midpoint between
adjacent girders. The bridge girders were modeled using 2-node frame elements with 6
DOFs at each node. Bridge girder nodes were located at the top-center of the web of the
frame section by the Bridge Wizard. The nodes of the concrete deck shell elements were
used for defining the location of the bridge girder frame elements. The nodes of the girder
frame elements were offset vertically and connected with body constraints constraining all
6 DOFs to the corresponding shell element nodes of the deck to model the fully composite
behavior.
2.3.2 Bridge Substructure Modeling
The bridge abutments were modeled using 4-node shell elements with 6 DOFs at
each node. The abutment meshing was done manually, the transverse mesh length was set
to match the mesh size of the deck shell elements, the vertical mesh length was set to 3
feet to match the depths at which soil spring properties were calculated. The shell
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elements at the top of the abutment were then divided further in the vertical direction to
incorporate an assumed one foot thick approach slab. The approach slab is assumed to
transfer no lateral forces to the abutment so no soil will be modeled for the top one foot of
the abutment. The shell elements were also divided vertically at the depth corresponding
to the bottom of the girder sections. The nodes created at the bottom of the girders and
the nodes of the deck shell elements at the ends of the bridge were then assigned body
constraints to all 6 DOFs to model the rigid connection between the superstructure and
substructure. Figure 2-3 shows the model of the bridge substructure and superstructure
connection.

Frame Nodes of
Girder (Top-Center)

Shell Nodes of Concrete Deck

Body Constraint
between Nodes

Frame Nodes of Girder
(Bottom-Center)

Shell Nodes at Depth
of Approach Slab

Figure 2-3: Node Arrangement at Superstructure and Substructure Connection
The piles were modeled using 2-node frame elements with 6 DOFs at each node.
The piles were divided into one-foot segments along the length of the pile to incorporate
the soil springs at one-foot increments of soil depth. Local axes of the pile frame elements
were changed to orient each pile with its web parallel to the centerline of the abutment for
each of the skew angles that were modeled. The pile arrangement can be seen below in
Figure 2-4 and Figure 2-5.
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Figure 2-4: Pile Arrangement under Abutments

Figure 2-5: Plan View of Piles with Skewed Abutment
2.3.3 Soil Properties and Modeling
The methodology used in determining soil properties and modeling the soil behavior
for IABs was based on techniques used Kalayci (2010) to model soil behavior of curved IABs.
Discrete nonlinear Winkler springs were used to model the soil behind the abutments and
along the length of the piles. Soil properties were chosen based on experiences in field
monitoring of IABs by UMass. These properties are described below in Table 2-5.
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Table 2-5: Soil Properties used in FEM
Location

Soil Type

Abutment

Compacted Fill
Submerged MidDense Sand

Pile

Location of
Ground Water
Table
Below

Soil
Density
(lb/ft3)
140

Effective Soil
Density (lb/ft3)
140

45

Above

120

57.6
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Internal Friction
Angle (degrees)

2.3.3.1 Pile Soil Springs
Soil springs were modeled at one foot increments along the depth of the piles.
Vertical soil resistance was neglected for modeling the pile soil springs, only lateral soil
resistance was considered for the modeling as this behavior will dominate under live load
modeling for an IAB. The stiffness of the springs were defined using the Hyperbolic Tangent
Method defined in API (1993). The force in each spring was calculated using Equation 2-2
below.
. WX
  C R S R  R +TUV 

CS

Where:

•

A = An empirical correction factor

•

pu = Ultimate lateral soil resistance (pus or pud)

•

k1 = Soil strength modulus

•

z = Depth of soil spring

•

y = Lateral deflection

•

L = Length of pile section
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The ultimate lateral soil resistance was calculated from the equations below given by
Bogard & Matlock (1980).
S,  :. W  :" YZ7W

[2-3]

S  :- Z7YW

[2-4]

Where:

•

pus = Ultimate soil resistance by upper bound method

•

pud = Ultimate soil resistance by lower bound method

•

D = Pile diameter

•

γ' = Soil density

•

c1 = Kotanϕsinβ/tan(β-ϕ)cosα+tan2βtanα/tan(β-α)+Kotanβ(tanϕsinβ-tanα)

•

c2 = tanβ/tan(β-α)-tan2(45-ϕ/2)

•

c3 = Kotanϕtan4β+Katan8(β-1)

•

ϕ = Soil friction angle

•

α = ϕ/2

•

β = 45 + ϕ/2

•

Ko = At rest lateral earth pressure coefficient

•

Ka = Active lateral earth pressure coefficient

These equations were used to create lateral soil resistance curves (p-y) in the two
orthogonal directions relative to the pile cross section. The springs were aligned with the
major and minor axes of the pile section. For the two pile sections used in the modeling,
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HP10x57 and HP12x84, the pile surface tributary width dimensions are shown in Table 2-6
below.
Table 2-6: Pile Cross Section Dimensions
Pile Section
HP10x57
HP12x84

Cross Section Depth, d
(inches)
9.99
12.3

Cross Section Width, bf
(inches)
10.2
12.3

Since the dimensions for the tributary width are similar for both of the pile sections, spring
with equal stiffness in both directions were used. Soil stiffness was based on a 10 inch and
12 inch tributary width for the HP10x57 and HP12x84 pile sections respectively. Figure 2-6
below shows examples of the p-y curves generated at depths of 5 feet, 10 feet, and 20 feet
along the length of the pile.
Displacement (cm)
-1.08
0.92

-3.08

2.92

4.92

75

532.77

50

332.77

25

132.77

0

-67.23

-25

Force (kN)

Force (Kips)

-5.08
100

-267.23

-50

-467.23

-75

-667.23

-100
-2

-1.5

-1

-0.5

0

0.5

1

1.5

Displacement (in)
Depth 5'

Depth 10'

Depth 20'

Figure 2-6: Pile Springs Force Deformation Curves
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2.3.3.2 Abutment Soil Springs
Since soil is only present on one side of the abutment, considerations were made to
accurately model the active and passive earth pressures against the abutment walls. Similar
to the pile soil springs, the abutment soil springs are placed at the nodes of the shell
elements making up the abutments. Abutment springs were calculated based on the
tributary area of the shell elements attached to the node to which the spring was assigned.
The top of the backfill was assumed to start one foot below the top nodes of the abutments
to account for an approximately one foot thick approach slab. Figure 2-7 below shows the
layout of abutment soil springs on one of the abutments; the springs are shown attached to
the abutment nodes.

Figure 2-7: Abutment Soil Spring Layout
The effect of the passive earth pressure for abutment soil springs were calculated from
Equation 2-5 below.
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Where:

•

F = Lateral soil resistance force

•

K = Lateral earth pressure coefficient

•

σ'v = Effective vertical earth pressure

•

w,h = Dimensions of spring tributary area

Lateral earth pressure coefficients (K) used to calculate spring forces were determined in
accordance with the MassDOT-BDM (2009). The lateral earth pressure coefficients are
based on the relative wall displacement, defined as (δT/H). The equation used to calculate
the values of K are shown below in Equation 2-6.
*  0.43  5.7@1
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Careful consideration was taken to accurately model the active soil pressure in the
models. Active soil pressure coefficients were calculated from Equation 2-7 below (Barker
et. al. (1991)).
*Q  tan b45

"

c7
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Where:

•

Ka = Active lateral soil pressure coefficient

•

ϕ' = Internal friction angle (degrees)

Because of limitations in the SAP2000 software, namely that springs could not be
defined as having a positive force for a negative displacement, active pressures could not be
modeled directly in the soil springs. In order to accurately model the active and passive
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earth pressures, the soil springs forces were offset such that negative displacements yielded
no force in the springs. This was done by subtracting the active pressure coefficient (Ka)
from the passive earth pressure coefficient (K) and using that difference as the new value
for the lateral earth pressure coefficient in Equation 2-5. Figure 2-8 below shows the actual
and adjusted spring p-y curves for a soil spring 9 feet below the top of the abutment (8 feet
of soil depth).
Actual P-Y Curve

Adjusted P-Y Curve
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Figure 2-8: P-Y Curves for Soil Spring z=9'
The active earth pressure was then modeled as surface pressures acting on the abutment
shell elements. The assumption of modeling the combined effects of the adjusted p-y
curves and superimposed active earth pressures should be valid provided the abutment acts
as a rigid diaphragm (Caltrans 2006). Figure 2-9 below shows the superimposed active
earth pressures on an abutment. The top one foot of abutment has no active soil pressure
applied since this is the depth of the approach slab.
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0 psf

24.0 psf

84.1 psf

156.1 psf

228.2 psf

Figure 2-9: Active Soil Pressures behind Abutment
2.3.3.3 Linear and Nonlinear Soil Spring Properties
Nonlinear soil springs were defined in SAP2000 to model the soil interacting with the
abutment and piles. As part of defining a nonlinear spring, a linear spring constant can also
be defined and this is used as the spring constant when running linear analyses. The linear
spring constant for the abutment and pile soil springs were based on the linear portions of
the spring p-y curve between displacements of ±0.2 inches.
2.3.4 Material Properties
Material properties for the FEMs were chosen based on common design practices
and experiences with construction of IABs. The concrete deck and abutments were
assigned properties of concrete with compressive strength of 4000 psi. The steel girders
and piles were assigned properties of ASTM A992 Grade 50 steel with a yield stress of 50
ksi. A summary of material properties is shown below in Table 2-7.
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Table 2-7: Material Properties of FEMs

Concrete
Steel

Elastic
Modulus
[ksi (MPa)]
3605
(24.86)
29000
(200)

Shear
Modulus
[ksi (MPa)]
1502
(10.36)
11154
(76.9)

Coeff. of Thermal
Expansion
[in/in/°F (m/m/°C)]
5.5x10-6
(9.9x10-6)
6.5x10-6
(11.7x10-6)

Poisson’s
Ratio
0.2
0.3

Density
[lb/ft3
(kg/m3)]
150
(2402)
490
(7849)

2.3.5 Geometric and Material Nonlinearity
Geometric nonlinearity was considered for all bridge components during nonlinear
analysis by incorporating p-Δ effects. Material nonlinearity was only considered for the soil
spring elements represents the soil resistance around the bridge substructure.
2.4 Finite Elements Modeling Results
This chapter presents the results of the parametric study performed to determine
effect of bridge skew angle on LLDFs for IABs. Three-dimensional FEMs were created for
bridges of three different lengths, 50 feet, 100 feet, and 150 feet. Each of these bridge
lengths were then analyzed for skew angles of 0 degrees, 15 degrees, 30 degrees, and 45
degrees resulting in 12 different FEMs. These bridges were then analyzed under live load
conditions to determine the LLDFs for the interior and exterior girders for single and
multiple truck loading.
2.4.1 Determining Live Load Distribution Factors using SAP2000
The LLDFs for each girder are determined by the ratio of the maximum moment
resisted by that composite girder from the 3-D model to the maximum moment of an
equivalent 2-D model of the bridge. Girder moments are reported as the composite
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moment of steel girder and tributary width of concrete slab. In order to easily report these
composite moments, for each girder the frame element representing the girder, the shell
elements representing the slab, and their respective nodes at midspan or endspan were
assigned to section cuts groups in SAP2000. Figure 2-10 shows the section cut group for the
exterior girder at midspan, the section cut elements and nodes are shown by dashed lines.

Figure 2-10: Exterior Grider Section Cut
To determine the maximum moment of an equivalent 2-D model of the bridge, the
frame elements, the shell elements, and their corresponding nodes at midspan were
assigned to a section cut group. This was done for the models with zero skew so that the
section cut moment will be a direct comparison to the moment from an equivalent 2-D
model. The finite-element software then automatically calculates the composite moment
of these selected elements and reports that as the section cut moment.
The location about which the section cut forces and moments are reported can be
either automatically determined by SAP2000 or the coordinates can be entered manually.
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In the automatic determination of this coordinate, SAP averages the coordinates of all the
nodes included in the section cut.
This method of using section cuts was verified by creating a simply supported,
composite beam and slab model of the 50 foot straight bridge and comparing midspan
section cut moment from SAP2000 to the moment determined from hand calculations. The
effect of varying the location of the section cut output coordinate was also investigated
using the simply supported model.
Table 2-8 shows the results for the LLDF based upon the midspan moment of the
bridge. The section cut moments output coordinate was varied between three locations,
the SAP2000 default location (SAP Def.), the elastic neutral axis of the composite section
(ENA), and the plastic neutral axis of the composite section (PNA). The ENA results provide
the largest LLDFs, also the bridge live load analysis is prescribed as a linearly elastic analysis
by AASHTO. For these reasons the IAB LLDFs for this study will be reported about a location
that is vertically at the elastic neutral axis of the composite section and horizontally at the
middle of the steel girder web. Varying the section cut output location could affect the
LLDF more on an IAB. This is because there is no net axial force in the bridge with simple
supports where IABs could see significant axial loads in the girders.
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Table 2-8: 50’ Span Simple Support Moment LLDFs
Single Lane LLDF

SAP Def.
Model
ENA
PNA
AASHTO

Mult Lane LLDF

Interior

Exterior

Interior

Exterior

0.430
0.434
0.432
0.512

0.598
0.603
0.600
0.826

0.639
0.641
0.639
0.685

0.629
0.638
0.632
0.724

3D Section
Cut
Moment
(K-ft)
620
620
620

2D Hand
Calc.
Moment
(K-ft)
620
620
620

Table 2-8 also shows that the section cut moment from the 3D model of the entire
bridge, matches exactly the 2D hand calculation moment from the influence line study. This
technique of using the 3D section cut of the entire bridge width as the equivalent 2D bridge
response for determining the LLDFs will be valid for IABs as long at the soil springs remain in
the linear range under single truck loading so that the relative stiffness between the
superstructure and substructure is accurate. This is show graphically in Figure 2-11, the
midspan moment of the section cut of the entire bridge width in the zero skew 3D model is
equivalent to the midspan moment of a 2D model.
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Figure 2-11: 3D Section Cut Moment to 2D Moment Comparison

2.4.1.1 Verification of Calculating LLDFs through Finite Element Modeling
To verify the methodology of determining LLDFs through FEM two methods for
modeling the live load were examined; using discrete wheel loads (point loads) located at
the longitudinal position to produce the maximum effect and transversely across the bridge
at locations to cause maximum girder effects, and using the SAP2000 Moving Load cases to
model the design truck as a moving load. The SAP2000 Moving Load cases use influence
lines to determine the location for the wheel loads to produce the maximum effect.
An influence line study was performed to determine the longitudinal truck position
that causes the maximum midspan moment. The findings of this study matched Zokaie’s
results that are shown schematically in Figure 1-7; the maximum midspan moment occurs
when the leading axel load of 8 kips is 14 feet past midspan, the first axle load of 32 kips is
located at midspan, and the spacing between the two 32 kip axle loads is set to the
minimum of 14 feet. As shown in Figure 1-7 the wheel loads were allowed to be placed at
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the extreme widths of the bridge for this analysis. These results were used to investigate
the effects the two different ways of modeling the live load have on the LLDFs for IABs. The
effect of other modeling techniques were also investigated; the effect of a linear analysis
with linear soil springs versus a nonlinear analysis with nonlinear soil springs and P-δ
effects, and the effect of performing the live load analysis starting from the stiffness of the
deformed shape of the bridge under dead load and active soil pressure versus starting the
analysis from the stiffness of the undeformed bridge.
The various modeling techniques were performed on a select portion of the bridges
used for the parametric study. In an attempt to investigate the maximum effect of these
variations, they were performed on the shortest and longest bridge being investigated (50
feet and 150 feet) and with the minimum and maximum skew angles (0 degrees and 45
degrees). The results of this investigation can be seen below in Table 2-9, Table 2-10, Table
2-11, and Table 2-12.
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Table 2-9: L=50' Skew=0deg Midspan Moment LLDFs
BRIDGE LENGTH = 50 FT
SKEW ANGLE = 0 DEG
SAP Model Conditions
Single Lane LLDF
Mult Lane LLDF
Reference Pin-Pin
Active
Live
Moment Moment
Spring
Pressure
Load
Interior Exterior Interior Exterior
(K-ft)
(K-ft)
Type
and DL
Type
Included?
Discrete
Nonlinear
Yes
0.578
0.868
0.794
0.774
298
620
Wheels
Discrete
Nonlinear
No
0.578
0.869
0.794
0.775
297
620
Wheels
Discrete
Linear
Yes
0.578
0.869
0.794
0.774
298
620
Wheels
Discrete
Linear
No
0.572
0.858
0.787
0.768
303
620
Wheels
SAP
Linear
Moving
Yes
0.528
0.867
0.748
0.789
298
620
Load
SAP
Linear
Moving
No
0.523
0.857
0.742
0.783
303
620
Load
AASHTO LLDF
0.505
0.826
0.675
0.713
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Ref/Pin
Ratio

0.48
0.48
0.48
0.49
0.48

0.49

Table 2-10: L=50' Skew=45deg Midpsan Moment LLDFs
BRIDGE LENGTH = 50 FT
SKEW ANGLE = 45 DEG
SAP Model Conditions
Single Lane LLDF
Mult Lane LLDF
Reference Pin-Pin
Active
Live
Moment Moment
Spring
Pressure
Interior Exterior Interior Exterior
Load
(K-ft)
(K-ft)
Type
and DL
Type
Included?
Discrete
Nonlinear
Yes
0.540
0.840
0.790
0.749
298
620
Wheels
Discrete
Nonlinear
No
0.537
0.837
0.786
0.746
297
620
Wheels
Discrete
Linear
Yes
0.542
0.841
0.794
0.752
298
620
Wheels
Discrete
Linear
No
0.526
0.819
0.770
0.730
303
620
Wheels
SAP
Linear
Moving
Yes
0.587
1.066
0.881
0.956
298
620
Load
SAP
Linear
Moving
No
0.570
1.040
0.855
0.930
303
620
Load
AASHTO LLDF
0.456
0.747
0.611
0.645
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Ref/Pin
Ratio

0.48
0.48
0.48
0.49
0.48

0.49

Table 2-11: L=150' Skew=0deg Midspan Moment LLDFs
BRIDGE LENGTH = 150 FT
SKEW ANGLE = 0 DEG
SAP Model Conditions
Single Lane LLDF
Mult Lane LLDF
Active
Live
Spring
Pressure
Load
Interior Exterior Interior Exterior
Type
and DL
Type
Included?
Discrete
Nonlinear
Yes
0.416
0.651
0.620
0.701
Wheels
Discrete
Nonlinear
No
0.425
0.673
0.625
0.710
Wheels
Discrete
Linear
Yes
0.424
0.695
0.624
0.708
Wheels
Discrete
Linear
No
0.422
0.696
0.621
0.705
Wheels
SAP
Linear
Moving
Yes
0.411
0.670
0.607
0.714
Load
SAP
Linear
Moving
No
0.409
0.665
0.605
0.710
Load
AASHTO LLDF
0.423
0.826
0.622
0.656
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Reference Pin-Pin
Moment Moment
(K-ft)
(K-ft)

Ref/Pin
Ratio

1504

2420

0.62

1415

2420

0.58

1428

2420

0.59

1439

2420

0.59

1426

2420

0.59

1437

2420

0.59

Table 2-12: L=150' Skew=45deg Midspan Moment LLDFs
BRIDGE LENGTH = 150 FT
SKEW ANGLE = 45 DEG
SAP Model Conditions
Single Lane LLDF
Mult Lane LLDF
Active
Live
Spring
Pressure
Load
Interior Exterior Interior Exterior
Type
and DL
Type
Included?
Discrete
Nonlinear
Yes
0.414
0.640
0.621
0.691
Wheels
Discrete
Nonlinear
No
0.426
0.665
0.635
0.708
Wheels
Discrete
Linear
Yes
0.431
0.669
0.643
0.715
Wheels
Discrete
Linear
No
0.413
0.648
0.614
0.685
Wheels
SAP
Linear
Moving
Yes
0.433
0.695
0.645
0.740
Load
SAP
Linear
Moving
No
0.415
0.674
0.616
0.710
Load
AASHTO LLDF
0.391
0.763
0.575
0.607

Reference Pin-Pin
Moment Moment
(K-ft)
(K-ft)

Ref/Pin
Ratio

1504

2420

0.62

1415

2420

0.58

1428

2420

0.59

1439

2420

0.59

1426

2420

0.59

1437

2420

0.59

For all of the linear analysis cases, the inclusion of active soil pressure and dead load
yields more conservative LLDFs compared to those without active soil pressure and dead
load. The LLDFs of the skewed bridges determined by using the SAP moving load are more
conservative than those computed using the discrete wheel loads. This could be because
the influence line study did not account for the effects of skewed supports and therefore
the wheel loads may not be placed in the exact location to create the maximum effect.
For the nonlinear analysis cases, the differences in LLDFs of the 50 foot span bridge
are minimal with and without the effect of active soil pressure and dead load. However, for
the 150 foot span, the case where the active soil pressure and dead load effects are ignored
yield more conservative LLDFs.
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Based on these results, the rest of the parametric study will be performed using
linear analyses, the SAP moving load cases to model the live load, and the effects of active
pressure and dead load will still be investigated.
2.4.2 Final Live Load Model
Based on the analysis performed in Section 2.4.1.1, the live load will be modeled;
1. Using the SAP2000 moving load cases
2. Linearly elastic analysis technique and soil springs
3. Analysis starting from the stiffness of the deformed shaped from active soil
pressure and dead load
4. Current AASHTO specification for live load model lane edge distance (see note
below)
5. Results will be based on the composite moment of the section taken about the
elastic neutral axis of the section
6. LLDFs will be investigated based on the midspan moment, the endspan negative
moment, and the shear forces at the endspan
Bullet point 4 refers to Section 3.6.1.3 – Application of Design Vehicular Live Loads from the
current AASHTO specifications that states the vehicular live load shall be placed 2.0 feet
from the edge of the design lane (AASHTO 2010). The live load modeling technique will
reflect these current specifications instead of Figure 1-7 from Zokaie as previously
mentioned.
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2.4.3 Parametric Study Results
Results from the parametric study for the spans of 50 feet, 100 feet, and 150 feet,
through skew angles of zero, 15, 30, and 45 degrees are presented in this section. Table
2-13 through Table 2-24 show the LLDFs determined from the finite element modeling
based on midspan moment, endspan moment, and shear and their comparable AASHTO
LLDFs. The column in the tables designated “3D FEM Action [K-ft or Kip]” shows the section
cut results from the SAP FEM that were used as the denominator in calculating the LLDFs.
The column designated “Simple Support Action [K-ft or Kip]” is the comparable moment or
shear force that would be determined based on a simply supported model. The ratio of
these two actions is also shown as a comparison of the bridge behavior from the finite
element modeling to the techniques used in common IAB design practice, a value less than
one designates that the force from the FEM is less than the force from the simply supported
model. Effects of using the stiffness from the deformed shaped under active soil pressure
and dead load are shown in the tables designated “W/ ACTIVE SOIL PRESSURE” and
“W/OUT ACTIVE SOIL PRESSURE”.
These results are also presented graphically in Figure 2-12 through Figure 2-35. The
bar graphs show LLDFs for each span through the zero, 15, 30, and 45 degree skew angles.
Graphs are shown for models both with and without the effect of performing the analysis
from the stiffness of the deformed shape under active soil pressure and dead load. Line
graphs are also shown which compare the trend lines as skew is increased and compare the
midspan moment and shear LLDFs determined from the finite element modeling to those
from the AASHTO equations. The points on the graphs designated by squares show the
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AASHTO LLDF values and the points designated by X’s show the values from the SAP FEMs;
the matching colors designate the matching LLDF, i.e. interior girder under single lane
loading (SL-I).
Figure 2-36, Figure 2-37, and Figure 2-38 show the moment envelope diagrams for
the 50, 100, and 150 foot span respectively. The diagrams show the moment envelope
based on pinned-pinned support conditions, fixed-fixed support conditions, and also the
moment envelope from the SAP FEM output. These graphs show the IAB bridge behavior
under live load comparative to these two modeling assumptions.
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Table 2-13: L=50ft Skew=0deg LLDF Results
BRIDGE LENGTH = 50 FT
Live Load
Distribution Factor
Source

Single Lane LLDF

SKEW ANGLE = 0 DEG
Mult Lane LLDF

Interior Exterior Interior Exterior

SAP - Midspan
0.528
0.704
0.748
0.653
Moment
SAP - Endspan
0.644
0.856
0.872
0.762
Negative Moment
AASHTO Moment
0.512
0.826
0.685
0.724
SAP - Endspan
0.688
0.793
0.875
0.681
Shear
AASHTO Shear
0.668
0.826
0.793
0.682
BRIDGE LENGTH = 50 FT SKEW ANGLE = 0 DEG
Live Load
Distribution Factor
Source
SAP - Midspan
Moment
SAP - Endspan
Negative Moment
AASHTO Moment
SAP - Endspan
Shear
AASHTO Shear

Single Lane LLDF

Mult Lane LLDF

Interior Exterior Interior Exterior

W/ ACTIVE SOIL PRESSURE
3D
3D FEM to 2D
2D Model Action
FEM
Model Action
[K-ft or Kip]
Action
Ratio
[K-ft or
Pin-Pin Fix-Fix Pin-Pin Fix-Fix
Kip]
298

620

248

0.48

1.20

343

-

430

-

0.80

56

59

61

0.95

0.91

W/OUT ACTIVE SOIL PRESSURE
3D
3D FEM to 2D
2D Model Action
FEM
Model Action
[K-ft or Kip]
Action
Ratio
[K-ft or
Pin-Pin Fix-Fix Pin-Pin Fix-Fix
Kip]

0.523

0.697

0.742

0.650

303

620

248

0.49

1.22

0.651

0.867

0.880

0.772

336

-

430

-

0.78

0.512

0.826

0.685

0.724

-

0.689

0.794

0.875

0.682

56

0.668

0.826

0.793

0.682

-

59

61

0.94

-

Note: The column in the tables designated “3D FEM Action [K-ft or Kip]” shows the section
cut results from the SAP FEM that were used as the denominator in calculating the LLDFs
shown in the table.

56

0.91
-

Table 2-14: L=50ft Skew=15deg LLDF Results
BRIDGE LENGTH = 50 FT
Live Load Distribution Factor
Source

SKEW ANGLE = 15 DEG

W/ ACTIVE SOIL PRESSURE
2D Model
3D
Action [K-ft
Single Lane LLDF
Mult Lane LLDF
FEM
or Kip]
Action
[K-ft or Pin- FixInterior Exterior Interior Exterior
Kip]
Pin
Fix
0.526
0.707
0.747
0.658
298
620 248

SAP - Midspan Moment
SAP - Endspan Negative
0.648
0.869
0.873
Moment
AASHTO Moment
0.512
0.826
0.685
SAP - Endspan Shear
0.691
0.797
0.931
AASHTO Shear
0.703
0.869
0.835
BRIDGE LENGTH = 50 FT SKEW ANGLE = 15 DEG
Live Load Distribution Factor
Source
SAP - Midspan Moment
SAP - Endspan Negative
Moment
AASHTO Moment
SAP - Endspan Shear
AASHTO Shear

0.782

343

-

430

0.724
0.692
56
59
61
0.718
W/OUT ACTIVE SOIL PRESSURE
2D Model
3D
Action [K-ft
Single Lane LLDF
Mult Lane LLDF
FEM
or Kip]
Action
[K-ft or Pin- FixInterior Exterior Interior Exterior
Kip]
Pin
Fix
0.520
0.695
0.737
0.648
303
620 248
0.660

0.886

0.890

0.795

336

0.512
0.692
0.703

0.826
0.797
0.869

0.685
0.932
0.835

0.724
0.692
0.718

56
-

-

430

59

61
-

Note: The column in the tables designated “3D FEM Action [K-ft or Kip]” shows the section
cut results from the SAP FEM that were used as the denominator in calculating the LLDFs
shown in the table.
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3D FEM to
2D Model
Action Ratio
PinFixPin
Fix
0.48 1.20
-

0.80

0.95

0.91
-

3D FEM to
2D Model
Action Ratio
PinFixPin
Fix
0.49 1.22
-

0.78

0.94

0.91
-

Table 2-15: L=50ft Skew=30deg LLDF Results
BRIDGE LENGTH = 50 FT
Live Load Distribution Factor
Source

SKEW ANGLE = 30 DEG

W/ ACTIVE SOIL PRESSURE
2D Model
3D
Action [K-ft
Single Lane LLDF
Mult Lane LLDF
FEM
or Kip]
Action
[K-ft or Pin- FixInterior Exterior Interior Exterior
Kip]
Pin
Fix
0.541
0.730
0.800
0.675
298
620 248

SAP - Midspan Moment
SAP - Endspan Negative
0.627
0.874
0.875
Moment
AASHTO Moment
0.473
0.763
0.634
SAP - Endspan Shear
0.875
0.832
1.009
AASHTO Shear
0.744
0.919
0.883
BRIDGE LENGTH = 50 FT SKEW ANGLE = 30 DEG
Live Load Distribution Factor
Source
SAP - Midspan Moment
SAP - Endspan Negative
Moment
AASHTO Moment
SAP - Endspan Shear
AASHTO Shear

0.786

343

-

430

0.669
0.727
56
59
61
0.759
W/OUT ACTIVE SOIL PRESSURE
2D Model
3D
Action [K-ft
Single Lane LLDF
Mult Lane LLDF
FEM
or Kip]
Action
[K-ft or Pin- FixInterior Exterior Interior Exterior
Kip]
Pin
Fix
0.528
0.714
0.780
0.660
303
620 248
0.645

0.899

0.902

0.805

336

0.473
0.877
0.744

0.763
0.834
0.919

0.634
1.011
0.883

0.669
0.728
0.759

56
-

-

430

59

61
-

Note: The column in the tables designated “3D FEM Action [K-ft or Kip]” shows the section
cut results from the SAP FEM that were used as the denominator in calculating the LLDFs
shown in the table.
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3D FEM to
2D Model
Action Ratio
PinFixPin
Fix
0.48 1.20
-

0.80

0.95

0.91
-

3D FEM to
2D Model
Action Ratio
PinFixPin
Fix
0.49 1.22
-

0.78

0.94

0.91
-

Table 2-16: L=50ft Skew=45deg LLDF Results
BRIDGE LENGTH = 50 FT
Live Load
Distribution Factor
Source

Single Lane LLDF

SKEW ANGLE = 45 DEG
Mult Lane LLDF

Interior Exterior Interior Exterior

W/ ACTIVE SOIL PRESSURE
3D
3D FEM to 2D
2D Model Action
FEM
Model Action
[K-ft or Kip]
Action
Ratio
[K-ft or
Pin-Pin Fix-Fix Pin-Pin Fix-Fix
Kip]

SAP - Midspan
0.587
0.825
0.881
0.762
298
620
248
0.48
1.20
Moment
SAP - Endspan
0.765
0.989
0.979
0.897
343
430
0.80
Negative Moment
AASHTO Moment
0.461
0.744
0.617
0.651
SAP - Endspan
0.843
0.950
1.062
0.841
56
59
61
0.95
0.91
Shear
AASHTO Shear
0.799
0.988
0.949
0.816
BRIDGE LENGTH = 50 FT SKEW ANGLE = 45 DEG W/OUT ACTIVE SOIL PRESSURE
3D
3D FEM to 2D
2D Model Action
Live Load
Single Lane LLDF
Mult Lane LLDF
FEM
Model Action
[K-ft or Kip]
Distribution Factor
Action
Ratio
Source
[K-ft or
Interior Exterior Interior Exterior
Pin-Pin Fix-Fix Pin-Pin Fix-Fix
Kip]
SAP - Midspan
0.570
0.804
0.855
0.740
303
620
248
0.49
1.22
Moment
SAP - Endspan
0.788
1.018
1.020
0.919
336
430
0.78
Negative Moment
AASHTO Moment
0.461
0.744
0.617
0.651
SAP - Endspan
0.845
0.953
1.065
0.841
56
59
61
0.94
0.91
Shear
AASHTO Shear
0.799
0.988
0.949
0.816
-

Note: The column in the tables designated “3D FEM Action [K-ft or Kip]” shows the section
cut results from the SAP FEM that were used as the denominator in calculating the LLDFs
shown in the table.
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Figure 2-12: L=50ft w/ Active Pressure Midspan Moment LLDF

Figure 2-13: L=50ft w/out Active Pressure Midspan Moment LLDF
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Figure 2-14: L=50ft w/ Active Pressure Endspan Moment LLDF

Figure 2-15: L=50ft w/out Active Pressure Endspan Moment LLDF
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Figure 22-16: L=50ft w/ Active Pressure Shear LLDF

Figure 2-17
17: L=50ft w/out Active Pressure Shear LLDF
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Figure 2-18
18: L=50ft Midspan Moment LLDF Comparison

Figure 2-19: L=50ft Shear LLDF Comparison
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Table 2-17: L=100ft Skew=0deg LLDF Results
BRIDGE LENGTH = 100 FT
Live Load
Distribution Factor
Source

Single Lane LLDF

SKEW ANGLE = 0 DEG
Mult Lane LLDF

Interior Exterior Interior Exterior

SAP - Midspan
0.431
0.608
0.637
0.644
Moment
SAP - Endspan
0.521
0.834
0.765
0.798
Negative Moment
AASHTO Moment
0.447
0.826
0.635
0.670
SAP - Endspan Shear 0.672
0.779
0.856
0.698
AASHTO Shear
0.668
0.826
0.793
0.682
BRIDGE LENGTH = 100 FT SKEW ANGLE = 0 DEG
Live Load
Distribution Factor
Source
SAP - Midspan
Moment
SAP - Endspan
Negative Moment
AASHTO Moment
SAP - Endspan Shear
AASHTO Shear

Single Lane LLDF

Mult Lane LLDF

Interior Exterior Interior Exterior

W/ ACTIVE SOIL PRESSURE
3D
3D FEM to 2D
2D Model Action
FEM
Model Action
[K-ft or Kip]
Action
Ratio
[K-ft or
Pin-Pin Fix-Fix Pin-Pin Fix-Fix
Kip]
852

1520

659

0.56

1.29

693

-

1008

-

0.69

64

65

69

0.99

0.93

W/OUT ACTIVE SOIL PRESSURE
3D
3D FEM to 2D
2D Model Action
FEM
Model Action
[K-ft or Kip]
Action
Ratio
[K-ft or
Pin-Pin Fix-Fix Pin-Pin Fix-Fix
Kip]

0.430

0.607

0.636

0.643

854

1520

659

0.56

1.30

0.525

0.841

0.770

0.802

682

-

1008

-

0.68

0.447
0.671
0.668

0.826
0.778
0.826

0.635
0.855
0.793

0.670
0.697
0.682

64

65

69

0.99

0.93

Note: The column in the tables designated “3D FEM Action [K-ft or Kip]” shows the section
cut results from the SAP FEM that were used as the denominator in calculating the LLDFs
shown in the table.
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Table 2-18: L=100ft Skew=15deg LLDF Results
BRIDGE LENGTH = 100 FT
Live Load
Distribution Factor
Source

Single Lane LLDF

SKEW ANGLE = 15 DEG
Mult Lane LLDF

Interior Exterior Interior Exterior

W/ ACTIVE SOIL PRESSURE
3D
3D FEM to 2D
2D Model Action
FEM
Model Action
[K-ft or Kip]
Action
Ratio
[K-ft or
Pin-Pin Fix-Fix Pin-Pin Fix-Fix
Kip]

SAP - Midspan
0.427
0.605
0.633
0.641
852
1520
659
0.56
1.29
Moment
SAP - Endspan
0.526
0.859
0.775
0.836
693
1008
0.69
Negative Moment
AASHTO Moment
0.447
0.826
0.635
0.670
SAP - Endspan Shear 0.674
0.790
0.901
0.719
64
65
69
0.99
0.93
AASHTO Shear
0.698
0.863
0.829
0.713
BRIDGE LENGTH = 100 FT SKEW ANGLE = 15 DEG W/OUT ACTIVE SOIL PRESSURE
3D
3D FEM to 2D
2D Model Action
Single Lane LLDF
Mult Lane LLDF
Live Load
FEM
Model Action
[K-ft or Kip]
Distribution Factor
Action
Ratio
Source
[K-ft or
Interior Exterior Interior Exterior
Pin-Pin Fix-Fix Pin-Pin Fix-Fix
Kip]
SAP - Midspan
0.429
0.606
0.635
0.643
854
1520
659
0.56
1.30
Moment
SAP - Endspan
0.531
0.866
0.779
0.838
682
1008
0.68
Negative Moment
AASHTO Moment
0.447
0.826
0.635
0.670
SAP - Endspan Shear 0.674
0.790
0.901
0.719
64
65
69
0.99
0.93
AASHTO Shear
0.698
0.863
0.829
0.713

Note: The column in the tables designated “3D FEM Action [K-ft or Kip]” shows the section
cut results from the SAP FEM that were used as the denominator in calculating the LLDFs
shown in the table.
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Table 2-19: L=100ft Skew=30deg LLDF Results
BRIDGE LENGTH = 100 FT
Live Load
Distribution Factor
Source

Single Lane LLDF

SKEW ANGLE = 30 DEG
Mult Lane LLDF

Interior Exterior Interior Exterior

W/ ACTIVE SOIL PRESSURE
3D
3D FEM to 2D
2D Model Action
FEM
Model Action
[K-ft or Kip]
Action
Ratio
[K-ft or
Pin-Pin Fix-Fix Pin-Pin Fix-Fix
Kip]

SAP - Midspan
0.446
0.625
0.663
0.658
852
1520
659
0.56
1.29
Moment
SAP - Endspan
0.522
0.881
0.782
0.866
693
1008
0.69
Negative Moment
AASHTO Moment
0.420
0.776
0.596
0.629
SAP - Endspan Shear 0.847
0.817
0.962
0.753
64
65
69
0.99
0.93
AASHTO Shear
0.733
0.906
0.870
0.748
BRIDGE LENGTH = 100 FT SKEW ANGLE = 30 DEG W/OUT ACTIVE SOIL PRESSURE
3D
3D FEM to 2D
2D Model Action
Single Lane LLDF
Mult Lane LLDF
Live Load
FEM
Model Action
[K-ft or Kip]
Distribution Factor
Action
Ratio
Source
[K-ft or
Interior Exterior Interior Exterior
Pin-Pin Fix-Fix Pin-Pin Fix-Fix
Kip]
SAP - Midspan
0.445
0.623
0.661
0.656
854
1520
659
0.56
1.30
Moment
SAP - Endspan
0.536
0.893
0.798
0.870
682
1008
0.68
Negative Moment
AASHTO Moment
0.420
0.776
0.596
0.629
SAP - Endspan Shear 0.847
0.817
0.963
0.752
64
65
69
0.99
0.93
AASHTO Shear
0.733
0.906
0.870
0.748

Note: The column in the tables designated “3D FEM Action [K-ft or Kip]” shows the section
cut results from the SAP FEM that were used as the denominator in calculating the LLDFs
shown in the table.
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Table 2-20: L=100ft Skew=45deg LLDF Results
BRIDGE LENGTH = 100 FT
Live Load
Distribution Factor
Source

Single Lane LLDF

SKEW ANGLE = 45 DEG
Mult Lane LLDF

Interior Exterior Interior Exterior

W/ ACTIVE SOIL PRESSURE
3D
3D FEM to 2D
2D Model Action
FEM
Model Action
[K-ft or Kip]
Action
Ratio
[K-ft or
Pin-Pin Fix-Fix Pin-Pin Fix-Fix
Kip]

SAP - Midspan
0.441
0.616
0.658
0.649
852
1520
659
0.56
1.29
Moment
SAP - Endspan
0.519
0.900
0.770
0.905
693
1008
0.69
Negative Moment
AASHTO Moment
0.411
0.760
0.584
0.616
SAP - Endspan Shear 0.806
0.841
0.919
0.795
64
65
69
0.99
0.93
AASHTO Shear
0.780
0.965
0.926
0.797
BRIDGE LENGTH = 100 FT SKEW ANGLE = 45 DEG W/OUT ACTIVE SOIL PRESSURE
3D
3D FEM to 2D
2D Model Action
Single Lane LLDF
Mult Lane LLDF
Live Load
FEM
Model Action
[K-ft or Kip]
Distribution Factor
Action
Ratio
Source
[K-ft or
Interior Exterior Interior Exterior
Pin-Pin Fix-Fix Pin-Pin Fix-Fix
Kip]
SAP - Midspan
0.434
0.608
0.646
0.636
854
1520
659
0.56
1.30
Moment
SAP - Endspan
0.550
0.923
0.808
0.920
682
1008
0.68
Negative Moment
AASHTO Moment
0.411
0.760
0.584
0.616
SAP - Endspan Shear 0.808
0.842
0.923
0.793
64
65
69
0.99
0.93
AASHTO Shear
0.780
0.965
0.926
0.797

Note: The column in the tables designated “3D FEM Action [K-ft or Kip]” shows the section
cut results from the SAP FEM that were used as the denominator in calculating the LLDFs
shown in the table.
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Figure 2-20: L=100ft w/ Active Pressure Midspan Moment LLDF

Figure 2-21: L=100ft w/out Active Pressure Midspan Moment LLDF
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Figure 2-22: L=100ft w/ Active Pressure Endspan Moment LLDF

Figure 2-23: L=100ft w/out Active Pressure Endspan Moment LLDF
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Figure 2--24: L=100ft w/ Active Pressure Shear LLDF

Figure 2-25
25: L=100ft w/out Active Pressure Shear LLDF
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Figure 2-26
26: L=100ft Midspan Moment LLDF Comparison

Figure 2-27: L=100ft Shear LLDF Comparison
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Table 2-21: L=150ft Skew=0deg LLDF Results
BRIDGE LENGTH = 150 FT
Live Load
Distribution Factor
Source

Single Lane LLDF

SKEW ANGLE = 0 DEG
Mult Lane LLDF

Interior Exterior Interior Exterior

W/ ACTIVE SOIL PRESSURE
3D
3D FEM to 2D
2D Model Action
FEM
Model Action
[K-ft or Kip]
Action
Ratio
[K-ft or
Pin-Pin Fix-Fix Pin-Pin Fix-Fix
Kip]

SAP - Midspan
0.411
0.581
0.607
0.640
1426
2240
1096
0.64
1.30
Moment
SAP - Endspan
0.466
0.780
0.699
0.785
1039
1560
0.67
Negative Moment
AASHTO Moment
0.423
0.826
0.622
0.656
SAP - Endspan
0.676
0.767
0.855
0.707
67
68
70
0.98
0.96
Shear
AASHTO Shear
0.668
0.826
0.793
0.682
BRIDGE LENGTH = 150 FT SKEW ANGLE = 0 DEG W/OUT ACTIVE SOIL PRESSURE
3D
3D FEM to 2D
2D Model Action
Live Load
Single Lane LLDF
Mult Lane LLDF
FEM
Model Action
[K-ft or Kip]
Distribution Factor
Action
Ratio
Source
[K-ft or
Interior Exterior Interior Exterior
Pin-Pin Fix-Fix Pin-Pin Fix-Fix
Kip]
SAP - Midspan
0.409
0.577
0.605
0.637
1437
2240
1096
0.64
1.31
Moment
SAP - Endspan
0.472
0.795
0.706
0.796
1001
1560
0.64
Negative Moment
AASHTO Moment
0.423
0.826
0.622
0.656
SAP - Endspan
0.675
0.767
0.854
0.708
67
68
70
0.98
0.96
Shear
AASHTO Shear
0.668
0.826
0.793
0.682

Note: The column in the tables designated “3D FEM Action [K-ft or Kip]” shows the section
cut results from the SAP FEM that were used as the denominator in calculating the LLDFs
shown in the table.
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Table 2-22: L=150ft Skew=15deg LLDF Results
BRIDGE LENGTH = 150 FT

Live Load Distribution Factor
Source

SKEW ANGLE = 15 DEG

Single Lane LLDF

W/ ACTIVE SOIL PRESSURE

Mult Lane LLDF

Interior Exterior Interior Exterior

3D
FEM
Action
[K-ft or
Kip]

2D Model
Action [K-ft
or Kip]
PinPin
2240

FixFix
1096

3D FEM to
2D Model
Action
Ratio
Pin- FixPin
Fix
0.64 1.30

SAP - Midspan Moment
0.419
0.589
0.620
0.654
1426
SAP - Endspan Negative
0.458
0.798
0.686
0.811
1039
1560
0.67
Moment
AASHTO Moment
0.423
0.826
0.622
0.656
SAP - Endspan Shear
0.676
0.776
0.897
0.728
67
68
70
0.98 0.96
AASHTO Shear
0.693
0.857
0.823
0.708
BRIDGE LENGTH = 150 FT SKEW ANGLE = 15 DEG W/OUT ACTIVE SOIL PRESSURE
3D FEM to
2D Model
3D
2D Model
Action [K-ft
Single Lane LLDF
Mult Lane LLDF
FEM
Action
Live Load Distribution Factor
or Kip]
Action
Ratio
Source
[K-ft or
PinFix- Pin- FixKip]
Interior Exterior Interior Exterior
Pin
Fix
Pin
Fix
SAP - Midspan Moment
0.409
0.576
0.605
0.637
1437
2240 1096 0.64 1.31
SAP - Endspan Negative
0.476
0.823
0.712
0.836
1001
1560
0.64
Moment
AASHTO Moment
0.423
0.826
0.622
0.656
SAP - Endspan Shear
0.676
0.777
0.898
0.729
67
68
70
0.98 0.96
AASHTO Shear
0.693
0.857
0.823
0.708

Note: The column in the tables designated “3D FEM Action [K-ft or Kip]” shows the section
cut results from the SAP FEM that were used as the denominator in calculating the LLDFs
shown in the table.
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Table 2-23: L=150ft Skew=30deg LLDF Results
BRIDGE LENGTH = 150 FT

Live Load Distribution Factor
Source

SKEW ANGLE = 30 DEG

Single Lane LLDF

W/ ACTIVE SOIL PRESSURE

Mult Lane LLDF

Interior Exterior Interior Exterior

3D
FEM
Action
[K-ft or
Kip]

2D Model
Action [K-ft
or Kip]
PinPin
2240

FixFix
1096

3D FEM to
2D Model
Action
Ratio
Pin- FixPin
Fix
0.64 1.30

SAP - Midspan Moment
0.433
0.608
0.642
0.667
1426
SAP - Endspan Negative
0.470
0.837
0.698
0.857
1039
1560
0.67
Moment
AASHTO Moment
0.398
0.778
0.586
0.618
SAP - Endspan Shear
0.851
0.800
0.962
0.758
67
68
70
0.98 0.96
AASHTO Shear
0.722
0.893
0.858
0.738
BRIDGE LENGTH = 150 FT SKEW ANGLE = 30 DEG W/OUT ACTIVE SOIL PRESSURE
3D FEM to
2D Model
3D
2D Model
Action [K-ft
Single Lane LLDF
Mult Lane LLDF
FEM
Action
Live Load Distribution Factor
or Kip]
Action
Ratio
Source
[K-ft or
PinFix- Pin- FixKip]
Interior Exterior Interior Exterior
Pin
Fix
Pin
Fix
SAP - Midspan Moment
0.424
0.596
0.630
0.653
1437
2240 1096 0.64 1.31
SAP - Endspan Negative
0.495
0.870
0.735
0.886
1001
1560
0.64
Moment
AASHTO Moment
0.398
0.778
0.586
0.618
SAP - Endspan Shear
0.851
0.801
0.962
0.760
67
68
70
0.98 0.96
AASHTO Shear
0.722
0.893
0.858
0.738

Note: The column in the tables designated “3D FEM Action [K-ft or Kip]” shows the section
cut results from the SAP FEM that were used as the denominator in calculating the LLDFs
shown in the table.
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Table 2-24: L=150ft Skew=45deg LLDF Results
BRIDGE LENGTH = 150 FT
Live Load
Distribution Factor
Source

SKEW ANGLE = 45 DEG W/ ACTIVE SOIL PRESSURE
3D
3D FEM to 2D
2D Model Action
Single Lane LLDF
Mult Lane LLDF
FEM
Model Action
[K-ft or Kip]
Action
Ratio
[K-ft or
Interior Exterior Interior Exterior
Pin-Pin Fix-Fix Pin-Pin Fix-Fix
Kip]

SAP - Midspan
0.433
0.599
0.645
0.663
1426
2240
1096
0.64
1.30
Moment
SAP - Endspan
0.464
0.860
0.681
0.902
1039
1560
0.67
Negative Moment
AASHTO Moment
0.391
0.763
0.575
0.607
SAP - Endspan
0.823
0.822
0.926
0.800
67
68
70
0.98
0.96
Shear
AASHTO Shear
0.762
0.943
0.905
0.779
BRIDGE LENGTH = 150 FT SKEW ANGLE = 45 DEG W/OUT ACTIVE SOIL PRESSURE
3D
3D FEM to 2D
2D Model Action
Live Load
Single Lane LLDF
Mult Lane LLDF
FEM
Model Action
[K-ft or Kip]
Distribution Factor
Action
Ratio
Source
[K-ft or
Interior Exterior Interior Exterior
Pin-Pin Fix-Fix Pin-Pin Fix-Fix
Kip]
SAP - Midspan
0.415
0.579
0.616
0.634
1437
2240
1096
0.64
1.31
Moment
SAP - Endspan
0.512
0.910
0.754
0.950
1001
1560
0.64
Negative Moment
AASHTO Moment
0.391
0.763
0.575
0.607
SAP - Endspan
0.826
0.824
0.930
0.800
67
68
70
0.98
0.96
Shear
AASHTO Shear
0.762
0.943
0.905
0.779

Note: The column in the tables designated “3D FEM Action [K-ft or Kip]” shows the section
cut results from the SAP FEM that were used as the denominator in calculating the LLDFs
shown in the table.
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Figure 2-28: L=150ft w/ Active Pres
Pressure
sure Midspan Moment LLDF

Figure 2-29: L=150ft w/out Active Pressure Midspan Moment LLDF
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Figure 2-30: L=150ft w/ Active Pressure Endspan Moment LLDF

Figure 2-31: L=150ft w/out Active Pressure Endspan Moment LLDF
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Figure 2--32: L=150ft w/ Active Pressure Shear LLDF

Figure 2-33
33: L=150ft w/out Active Pressure Shear LLDF
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Figure 2-34
34: L=150ft Midspan Moment LLDF Comparison

Figure 2-35: L=150ft Shear LLDF Comparison
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Figure 2-36
36: 50 ft Span Moment Diagram Comparison

Figure 2-37
37: 100 ft Span Moment Diagram Comparison
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Figure 2-38
38: 150 ft Span Moment Diagram Comparison
2.4.3.1 Parametric Study Observations
The following observations are based on the results in Section 0.. All LLDFs from the
FEMs,, midspan moment, endspan moment, and shear, increased as the skew angle
increased for the 50 foot span. This is opposite of what was expected for the midspan
moment LLDF as the
he AASHTO skew correction factor for the midspan moment reduces the
LLDF as the skew angle increases. The AASHTO midspan moment LLDF equations for
exterior girders were conservative for skew angles of 15 degrees and less; however AASHTO
midspan moment LLDFF equations for all girders were less than those from the FEMs for
skew angles 30 degrees and greater. The AASHTO equations for shear in interior girders
due to multiple lane loading were less than those from the FEMs.
Similarly to the 50 foot span, for tthe
he 100 foot span the LLDFs from the FEMs
increased as the skew angle increased, however the increase was slight, and much less than
the increase on the 50 foot span. The shear LLDFs from the FEMs generally increased as the
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skew angle increase with the exception of the LLDFs for the interior girders which reduced
when the skew angle increased from 30 degrees to 45 degrees. The AASHTO equations for
shear in interior girders due to multiple lane loading were less than those from the FEMs
just as in the 50 foot span.
The midspan moment LLDFs from the FEMs of the 150 foot span increased slightly as
the skew angle increased from 0 to 30 degrees, then slightly decreased when the skew
angle increased to 45 degrees. The endspan moment LLDF increased as the skew angle
increased. Similarly to the 100 foot span, the shear LLDFs for interior girders decreased
when the skew angle increased from 30 to 45 degrees.
The effects of starting the analysis from the stiffness of the deformed shape due to
active soil pressure and dead load were investigated by determining the percent increase or
decrease in the LLDF when the active soil pressure and dead load were accounted for in the
modeling. In general the LLDFs for midspan moment increased and the LLDFs for endspan
moment and shear decreased when the active soil pressure and dead load were accounted
for. The maximum change was seen on the 150 foot span with a skew angle of 45 degrees,
the LLDFs based on endspan moment decreased almost 10% when the active soil pressure
and dead load were accounted for. The LLDFs based on midspan moment never increased
more than 5%, again this was on the 150 foot span with a 45 degree skew angle. The
change in shear LLDFs was minimal and never reached 1%.
The ratio between the 3D FEM section cut bridge moment and the 2D simplysupported force for the midspan moment was less than 1 for all bridges modeled. The
typical value for this ratio was approximately 0.5 for the 50 foot span, 0.56 for the 100 foot
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span, and 0.64 for the 150 foot span. This means that live load forces for IABs that are
determined based on the midspan moment of a simply-supported model could be between
35%-50% higher than the forces the IAB actually sees at midspan. Values for shear LLDFs
were similar between the 3D FEM section cut and simply-supported forces.
This relationship can also be seen in the moment envelope diagrams for the three
spans in Figure 2-36, Figure 2-37, and Figure 2-38. The moment envelope from the SAP FEM
is slightly shifted from the fixed-fixed condition toward the pinned-pinned condition for the
50 foot span. This shift increases as the span length was increased to 150 feet. This shift
suggests that as the span length for an integral abutment bridge is increased, the effect of
the fixity of end support condition is decreased. The ratio of the 3D FEM section cut bridge
force and the 2D simply-supported force for the midspan moment also increases as the
span length increase which is further evidence of this observation.
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CHAPTER 3
“BRIDGE-IN-A-BACKPACK” FIELD INSTRUMENTATION
3.1 Bridge and Instrumentation Overview
The “Bridge-in-a-Backpack” (BIAB) bridge consists of composite fiber reinforced
polymer (FRP) tubes filled with concrete that act as arches to span the bridge crossing. The
bridge was constructed by R. Bates & Sons Construction and the instrumentation
installation was performed by Geo-Tek Engineering, Inc. Figure 3-1 below shows the bridge
under construction.

Figure 3-1: BIAB during Construction
The bridge consists of 15 FRP tubes. The instrumentation plan for this bridge consists of a
total of 99 instruments; including 44 strain gages on the FRP tubes, 8 strain gages on the
headwalls, 8 strain gages attached to the concrete inside the tubes, 10 pressure cells
embedded in the backfill above the arches, 21 tiltmeters attached to the FRP arches and 2
tiltmeters attached to the footings, 4 displacement transducers, and 2 convergence gages.
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Readings were taken during various stages of construction including before, during,
and after the filling of the FRP tubes with concrete, at different stages in the backfilling
process, and after completion of the bridge construction. Live load testing of the bridge
was also performed by placing loaded dump truck at 13 different positions on the bridge
and measuring the bridge’s response. Figure 3-2 below shows one of the truck positions
during the live load testing.

Figure 3-2: Truck Positioned for Live Load Testing
3.2 Construction Process
The section will briefly outline to construction process for the “Bridge-in-aBackpack” bridge. The first major phase on construction is the installation of the empty FRP
tubes, this is shown below in Figure 3-3.
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Figure 3-3: Installation of FRP Tubes
Next, the tubes are attached transversely by the decking and then filled with concrete. This
process is shown below in Figure 3-4.
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Figure 3-4: Filling of FRP Tubes with Concrete
Then the headwalls are attached to the exterior arches and a layer of concrete is poured
over the decking. The completed headwall installation is shown below in Figure 3-5.
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Figure 3-5: Completed Headwall Installation
Backfill is then placed and compacted over the filled arches. This process is shown below in
Figure 3-6.
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Figure 3-6: Compacting of Backfill Over Arches
When the backfill is complete, the roadway paving and guardrails are installed and the
bridge is complete. The completed bridge can be seen below in Figure 3-7.
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Figure 3-7: Completed Bridge (Guardrails being installed)
Table 3-1 below shows the locations and orientation of all the gages attached to the
bridge. The abbreviations for the Gage ID in the table are as follows; strain gage (SG),
pressure cell (PC), tiltmeter (TM), displacement transducer (DT), and convergence gage
(CG).
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Table 3-1: “Bridge-in-a-Backpack” Gage Locations (continued onto next few pages)
Gage ID
SG-001
SG-002
SG-003
SG-004
SG-005
SG-006
SG-007
SG-008
SG-009
SG-010
SG-011
SG-012
SG-013
SG-014
SG-015
SG-016
SG-017
SG-018
SG-019
SG-020
SG-021
SG-022
SG-023
SG-024
SG-025
SG-026
SG-027
SG-028
SG-029
SG-030
SG-031
SG-032
SG-033
SG-034
SG-035
SG-036
SG-037
SG-038
SG-039

Gage Location and Orientation
Arch 1, 1 ft from South footing
Arch 1, 1 ft from South footing
Arch 1, mid-span
Arch 1, mid-span
Arch 1, mid-span
Arch 1, mid-span
Arch 1, 1/4-span
Arch 1, 1/4-span
Arch 1, 1/4-span
Arch 1, 1/4-span
Arch 1, 4 ft from North footing
Arch 1, 4 ft from North footing
Arch 1, 4 ft from North footing
Arch 1, 4 ft from North footing
Arch 1, 1 ft from North footing
Arch 1, 1 ft from North footing
Arch 4, mid-span
Arch 4, mid-span
Arch 4, mid-span
Arch 4, mid-span
Arch 4, 1/4-span
Arch 4, 1/4-span
Arch 4, 1/4-span
Arch 4, 1/4-span
Arch 4, 4 ft from North footing
Arch 4, 4 ft from North footing
Arch 4, 4 ft from North footing
Arch 4, 4 ft from North footing
Arch 8, 1 ft from South footing
Arch 8, 1 ft from South footing
Arch 8, mid-span
Arch 8, mid-span
Arch 8, mid-span
Arch 8, mid-span
Arch 8, 1/4-span
Arch 8, 1/4-span
Arch 8, 1/4-span
Arch 8, 1/4-span
Arch 8, 4 ft from North footing
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90
180
90
180
270
315
90
180
270
315
90
180
270
315
90
180
90
180
270
315
90
180
270
335
90
180
270
315
90
180
90
180
270
315
90
180
270
315
90

SG-040
SG-041
SG-042
SG-043
SG-044
SG-045
SG-046
SG-047
SG-048
SG-049
SG-050
SG-051
SG-052
SG-053
SG-054
SG-055
SG-056
SG-057
SG-058
SG-059
SG-060

Arch 8, 4 ft from North footing
Arch 8, 4 ft from North footing
Arch 8, 4 ft from North footing
Arch 8, 1 ft from North footing
Arch 8, 1 ft from North footing
West Headwall, South from 1/4-span
West Headwall, South from 1/4-span
West Headwall, North from 1/4-span
West Headwall, North from 1/4-span
East Headwall, South from 1/4-span
East Headwall, South from 1/4-span
East Headwall, North from 1/4-span
East Headwall, North from 1/4-span
Arch 4, mid-span
Arch 4, mid-span
Arch 4, 1/4-span
Arch 4, 1/4-span
Arch 8, mid-span
Arch 8, mid-span
Arch 8, 1/4-span
Arch 8, 1/4-span

180
270
315
90
180
vertical
horizontal
vertical
horizontal
vertical
horizontal
vertical
horizontal
25
170
25
170
25
170
25
170

PC-001
PC-002
PC-003
PC-004
PC-005
PC-006

West Headwall, North from 1/4-span
West Headwall, South from 1/4-span
Above Arch 4, mid-span
Above Arch 4, 1/4-span
Above Arch 4, 3 feet from North footing
Between arch 7 and 8, 1/4-span

vertical
vertical
horizontal
horizontal
horizontal
horizontal

PC-007
PC-008
PC-009
PC-010

Between arch 7 and 8, 3 feet from South
footing
Above Arch 8, mid-span
Above Arch 8, 1/4-span
Above Arch 8, 3 feet from South footing

horizontal
horizontal
horizontal
horizontal

TM-001
TM-002
TM-003
TM-004
TM-005
TM-006
TM-007
TM-008

Arch 1, 14 feet South from mid-span
Arch 1, 9 feet South from mid-span
Arch 1, 5 feet South from mid-span
Arch 1, 1 foot North from mid-span
Arch 1, 5 feet North from mid-span
Arch 1, 9 feet North from mid-span
Arch 1, 14 feet North from mid-span
Arch 4, 14 feet South from mid-span
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90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90

TM-009
TM-010
TM-011
TM-012
TM-013
TM-014
TM-015
TM-016
TM-017
TM-018
TM-019
TM-020
TM-021
TM-022
TM-023

Arch 4, 9 feet South from mid-span
Arch 4, 5 feet South from mid-span
Arch 4, 1 foot North from mid-span
Arch 4, 5 feet North from mid-span
Arch 4, 9 feet North from mid-span
Arch 4, 14 feet North from mid-span
North footing under arch 8
Arch 8, 14 feet South from mid-span
Arch 8, 9 feet South from mid-span
Arch 8, 5 feet South from mid-span
Arch 8, 1 foot North from mid-span
Arch 8, 5 feet North from mid-span
Arch 8, 9 feet North from mid-span
Arch 8, 14 feet North from mid-span
South footing under arch 8

DT-001
DT-002
DT-003
DT-004

North footing under arch 8
North footing under arch 8
South footing under arch 8
South footing under arch 8

CG-001
CG-002

At about 1/4 span
Between mid and 1/4 span

90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90

horizontal
vertical
horizontal
vertical

3.3 Material Properties
Material properties that were used for the data analysis are shown in this section.
Table 3-2: Material Properties

Material
Arch FRP
Headwall FRP
Concrete
Steel Vibrating Wire

Coefficient of
Thermal Expansion
(µε
µε/°C)
µε
3[1]
7.92[2]
10.4[3]
12.2[3]
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•

[1] The value of the coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) for the Arch FRP was
not provided to UMass by the EOR, a value of 3 με/°C was used based on an
empirical formula for carbon fiber reinforced polymers. This value may differ
from the actual CTE of the material, and the data can be adjusted based on the
actual CTE of the Arch FRP material when it is known.

•

[2] The value of the headwall FRP CTE is from the manufacturer’s material data
for the headwall product. (Headwall CTE = 4.4x10-6 in./in./°F = 7.92x10-6
in./in./°C).

•

[3] Values for the CTE of concrete and the steel vibrating wire were provided in
the Geokon instrumentation manuals. Actual value of concrete CTE may differ
based on material test data..

•

Arch FRP Longitudinal Modulus of Elasticity = 6.2 x 103ksi provided by Advanced
Infrastructure Technologies data sheet.

•

Arch FRP Long. Tensile Design Strength = 84 ksi provided by Advanced
Infrastructure Technologies data sheet.

3.4 Construction Data
Readings were taken from the instruments installed on the bridge during various
construction stages. The stages of construction that are critical for this concrete-filled FRP
tube arch bridge are the filling of the FRP tubes with concrete, and the placement of backfill
above the FRP arches. Results from the construction instrumentation monitoring are shown
below. All data are compiled in Fitchburg Bridge - Construction Data.xlsx.
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This report is based on gage reading data taken by UMass. Data provided by the
contractor can also be found in the Construction Data spreadsheet (Fitchburg Bridge Construction Data.xlsx) in separate tabs. Data from the contractor were used in this report
only where UMass data were not available. Reading times and corresponding construction
activities are shown in Table 3-3.
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Table 3-3: Construction Reading Descriptions

Reading

Date

Time

0

6/15/2011

9:30

1a
1b

6/15/2011 13:30
6/15/2011 15:30

2

6/20/2011 11:30

3a
3b

6/27/2011 8:30
6/27/2011 12:00

4a

7/11/2011

9:15

4b

7/11/2011

9:15

5
6

7/11/2011 14:45
7/12/2011 14:15

7

7/15/2011 14:15

Reading
0a
0b
1a
1b
4a
4b
5
6

Date
6/13/2011
6/15/2011
6/29/2011
6/29/2011
7/11/2011
7/13/2011

Time
-

UMASS READING DESCRIPTIONS
Description
Zero reading for FRP strain gages and tiltmeters prior to tubes
being filled. Zero reading from Geokon for pressure cells. Zero
readings for convergence gages (from contractor).
FRP tubes filled with wet concrete.
1st set of concrete in FRP tubes.
Headwall over Arch 1 being installed, concrete strain gages zero
reading.
Readings prior to cutting FRP around concrete strain gages.
Readings after cutting FRP around concrete strain gages.
Readings prior to start of backfilling (Only thermally induced
loads present in structure).
Zero readings at start of backfilling (backfilling just underway on
N side of bridge when readings taken). (HW FRP zero readings
from contractor on 6/29/2011)
Readings at 1/3 backfill level.
Readings at 2/3 backfill level.
Readings at full backfill level. (Note: could not access PC or CG001 cables, readings for PCs and CG-001 from 0-reading of live
load test)
GEOTEK READING DESCRIPTIONS
Description
Zero Readings by Geokon
Reading at Installation
Readings before tube grouting
Readings after tube grouting
Readings before backfill
Zero reading before backfill
Readings at 1/3 backfill level
Readings at 2/3 backfill level

3.4.1 Concrete Strain Gages
The concrete strain gages used for this project feature a groutable pin on each end
block to ensure that the gages only attach to the concrete and not the FRP tube. During the
installation of these gages it was noted that insufficient isolation of the grout and the FRP
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was provided, and a repair was made to four of the eight gages by the contractor (cutting of
FRP surrounding the gage end blocks to ensure attachment is only to the concrete.)
Construction data indicate that the readings of the non-repaired gages (SG-053 – SG-056)
are not reliable as readings do not show consistent compression or bending in the cross
section. Repaired gages (SG-057 – SG-060) indicate compression and positive bending at
mid-span of the arch during backfilling, which is expected. Therefore only the repaired
gages should be considered for analysis.
3.4.2 Filling of FRP Tubes
The maximum effects for the stage of construction with wet concrete in the FRP
tubes are shown in Table 3-4; data correspond to Reading 1 from the construction data
spreadsheet (Fitchburg Bridge - Construction Data.xlsx).
Table 3-4: FRP Arch Filling Maximum Effects
Gage Type
Gage Number Maximum Effect
Arch FRP (hoop)
SG-015
1306 µε
Arch FRP (longitudinal)
SG-024
833.5 µε
Disp. Transd. (vert.)
DT-004
0.0308 in.
Disp. Transd. (horiz.)
DT-003
0.00324 in.

•

Arch FRP Longitudinal Modulus of Elasticity = 6.2 x 103 ksi

•

Arch FRP Longitudinal Tensile Design Strength = 84 ksi

3.4.3 Backfilling of Bridge
The maximum effects during the backfilling process, and once the backfilling was
completed are shown in Table 3-5, data correspond to Readings 5c, 5d, and 5e from the
construction data spreadsheet (Fitchburg Bridge - Construction Data.xlsx).
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Table 3-5: Backfilling Maximum Effects
Gage Type
Gage Number Maximum Effect
Arch FRP (hoop)
SG-001
193.1 µε
Arch FRP (longitudinal)
SG-038
-268.6 µε
Headwall FRP (vert.)
SG-045
110.5 µε
Headwall FRP (horiz.)
SG-046
-257.6 µε
Concrete (long.)
SG-058
-271.0 µε
Pressure Cell
PC-007
9.99 psi
Disp. Transd. (vert.)
DT-002
-0.279 in.
Disp. Transd. (horiz.)
DT-001
0.175 in.
Conv. Gage
CG-001
0.934 in.

•

Arch FRP Longitudinal Modulus of Elasticity = 6.2 x 103ksi

•

Arch FRP Longitudinal Tensile Design Strength = 84 ksi

3.4.4 Thermal Gradient on Structure
During the time between the filling of the FRP tube arches with concrete and the
start of the backfilling a thermal gradient load is present on the structure. Due to the fixity
of the structure, this thermal gradient will induce stresses into the bridge components.
Effects due to this thermal gradient were analyzed and it was seen that the thermally
induced strains at the arch midspan result in a bending moment profile through the depth
of the arch cross section at midspan.
3.5 Live Load Test Data
After completion of construction, a live load test was performed on the bridge using
loaded dumps trucks of known weight in various positions on the bridge. The maximum
effects of live load test were analyzed and can be seen in Table 3-6. The loading conditions
for each Live Load Position # can be found from the live load truck position pdf (Fitchburg
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Live Load Test Truck Positions.pdf), and readings can be found in the Live Load Test
spreadsheet (Fitchburg Bridge - Live Load Test Data.xlsx), both of which were distributed
separately. It was observed that live load strains and displacements were relatively low as
compared to construction values.
Table 3-6: Live Load Test Maximum Effects
Gage Type
Gage Number LL Pos # Maximum Effect
Arch FRP (hoop)
SG-015
13
28.5 µε
Arch FRP (longitudinal)
SG-040
11
-42.8 µε
Headwall FRP (vert.)
SG-049
7
13.9 µε
Headwall FRP (horiz.)
SG-052
13
49.1 µε
Concrete (long.)
SG-060
12
-33.1 µε
Pressure Cell
PC-004
2
3.68 psi
Disp. Transd. (vert.)
DT-002
11
-0.014 in.
Disp. Transd. (horiz.)
DT-001
2
0.0033 in.
Conv. Gage
CG-002
10
0.0055 in.

•

Arch FRP Longitudinal Modulus of Elasticity = 6.2 x 103ksi

•

Arch FRP Long. Tensile Design Strength = 84 ksi

3.6 Long Term Monitoring
Long term monitoring is also being performed on this concrete filled FRP arch tube
bridge. Readings of every gage are currently being obtained every two hours starting after
completion of the live load test on Julian day 203 at 1200 hours. These data can be found in
the Long Term Data spreadsheet (Fitchburg Bridge - Long Term Data.xlsx) through the end
of the 2011 year (Julian day 365/December 31, 2011), distributed separately. These data
can be used to analyze seasonal effects of the bridge.
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3.6.1 Bridge Temperature
Bridge ambient temperatures can be seen in Figure 3-8.. The bridge temperature was
calculated by taking the average temperature of gages that should not experience
temperature fluctuations due to exposure to direct sunlight, these gages are listed below in
Table 3-7.

Figure 3-8: Bridge Temperature
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Table 3-7: Gages Used for Temperature Calculation
Gage ID
SG-031
TM-015
TM-023
DT-001
DT-002
DT-003
DT-004

Gage Location
Arch 8, mid-span
North footing under arch 8
South footing under arch 8
North footing under arch 8
North footing under arch 8
South footing under arch 8
South footing under arch 8

3.6.2 FRP Arch Strains
FRP strains in each instrumented arch are shown in Figure 3-9, Figure 3-10, and
Figure 3-11. Anomalies exist in the data starting at Julian days 280 (arch 8), 350 (arch 1) and
several stages beyond Julian day 270 (arch 4), for individual gages. These events correspond
to periods of significant changes in temperature or maximum cold temperatures. These
anomalies likely represent gage de-bonding due to incompatible epoxy materials used to
apply the gages for the FRP materials and exterior thermal conditions experienced.
Regardless, the maximum microstrain in the FRP arches is under 800 με and
minimum microstrain in the FRP arches is approximately -600 με. These values correspond
to a maximum tensile stress of less than 5 ksi which is well below the design tensile strength
of 84 ksi, and a maximum compressive stress of -4 ksi. As noted above, the tension stresses
are likely erroneous with the arches realizing only compressive stresses with slight bending
stresses included.
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Field inspection is required to verify gage debonding. This would conclusively
eliminate the tensile values noted in the data.

Figure 3-9: Arch 1 FRP Strains
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Figure 3-10: Arch 4 FRP Strains

Figure 3-11: Arch 8 FRP Strains
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3.6.3 Concrete Strains
Repaired concrete gage (see Section 2.1) strains are shown in Figure 3-12. Similar to
the debonding issues noted on the FRP strain gages, SG_058 appears to have debonded
around Julian day 280, however this needs to be verified by field inspection. Maximum and
minimum strain values of the concrete are aapproximately 50 με and -190 μεε (disregarding
erroneous data).

Figure 3-12: Concrete Strains
3.6.4 Bridge Global Effects
Maximum rotation of the footing is shown in Figure 3-13 to have a maximum value
of approximately 0.06 radians. The jump in readings from the North Footing tiltmeter
around Julian day 215 is most likely due to the instrument being bumped and data should
be corrected at this point.
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Figure 3-13: Footing Rotation
Figure 3-14 shows the relative horizontal displacemen
displacementt between the footings
underneath Arch 8 and the reference pile, and the relative vertical displacement between
Arch 8 and the reference pile. The plot shows that the footings are both moving away from
the midspan of the bridge and Arch 8 is moving vertic
vertically
ally down toward the reference pile
which is evidence of the arch exhibiting “squatting” behavior. The maximum horizontal
displacements are approximately 0.05 inches, and the maximum vertical displacements are
-0.25
0.25 inches. Note that this settlement is in addition to the construction deformations
(Sections 2.2 to 2.3). The values reported are a combination of footing settlement and arch
deformations. It appears that the values are beginning to stabilize, though incremental
deflections are still accumulatin
accumulating.
g. A visual inspection of the roadway and footings for signs
of settlement along with a survey of bridge points similar to those obtained by the
contractor during construction would be useful in separating these components.
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Figure 3-14: Arch 8 Displacement
Figure 3-15 shows the relative headwall movements as measured by convergence
gages. The maximum and minimum relative displacements between the bridge headwalls is
approximately +/-0.08
0.08 inches during the long term monitoring period, far below the values
noted during partial backfilling operations ((Table 3-5).
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Figure 3-15: Headwall Convergence
3.6.5 Long Term Data Problems
The data presented in Figure 3-8 through Figure 3-15 indicate an increasing rate of
spikes in data with time (indicated as vertical spikes on the unfiltered data presented). As
was reported to MassDOT by ee-mail
mail communication some gages have malfunctioned during
the long term monitoring, usually after rainfall. On Ju
Julian
lian day 365 the data acquisition
system malfunctioned, with five of six multiplexers reporting erroneous temperature
readings, and either spikes or sporadic readings in all gages on these multiplexers.
MassDOT was notified of these problems and is respon
responsible
sible for getting these systems back
“on-line”. Therefore, until the data acquisition system is inspected, evaluated, and
corrected valuable data may not be collected.
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CHAPTER 4
FOLDED PLATE GIRDER BRIDGE FIELD INSTRUMENTATION
4.1 Bridge and Instrumentation Overview
Construction of the folded plate girder (FPG) bridge took place over the Summer and
Fall of 2011 in Uxbridge, MA. The bridge consists of four FPG cross sections each with a
precast concrete slab made composite by shear studs along the length of the FPG. The
bridge was constructed by John Rocchio Corp and the instrumentation installation was
performed by Geo-Tek Engineering, Inc. These four sections will be connected transversely
with concrete closure pours connecting each of the precast concrete slabs to the adjacent
FPG and concrete slab cross section. Figure 4-1 and Figure 4-2 below show the bridge cross
section and the FPG shape.

Figure 4-1: FPG Bridge Cross Section
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Figure 4-2: FPG Section Detail
Figure 4-3 below shows the FPG section with the formwork for the precast concrete slab.

Figure 4-3: FPG with Precast Concrete Formwork

The instrumentation plan for this bridge consists of a total of 93 instruments;
including 41 concrete embedded strain gages, 34 steel strain gages on the girders, 5
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pressure cells in the backfill behind the abutments, 4 tiltmeters attached to the abutments,
and 9 displacement transducers.
Readings were taken during various stages of construction including during the
precast process and curing, placing of the girders, and during the closure pour. Live load
testing of the bridge was also performed by placing loaded dump truck at 13 different
positions on the bridge and measuring the bridge’s response. Figure 4-4 and Figure 4-5
below show one of the truck positions during the live load testing schematically and then a
picture from the field of the actual live load testing.

Figure 4-4: Live Load Test Truck Position 1 Schematic
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Figure 4-5: Trucks in Live Load Position 1
4.2 Construction Process
The section will briefly outline to construction process for the Folded Plate Girder
Bridge. First, the precast concrete toppings must be poured over the folded plate girders.
This process is done offsite at a concrete precasting yard. Figure 4-6 below shows the
concrete being placed for one of the folded plate girder sections.
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Figure 4-6: Pouring of precast concrete slab
In the field, the piles are driven and the abutments are placed to prepare for the girder
installation. Figure 4-7 shows the finished abutment installation.
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Figure 4-7: Abutments Installed
Once the abutments are installed, the composite girders can then be placed on the
abutments as shown in Figure 4-8.
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Figure 4-8: Placement of girders on top of abutments
Once all the girders are placed, they are connected together and to the substructure by the
closure pours.
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Figure 4-9: Concrete closure pours being finished
When the closure pours have cured the roadway is paved and the bridge is ready to be
opened. The nearly completed bridge can be seen below in Figure 4-10.
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Figure 4-10: Completed Folded Plate Girder Bridge
Table 4-1 below shows the locations and orientation of all the gages attached to the
bridge. The abbreviations for the Gage ID in the table are as follows; strain gage (SG),
displacement transducer (DT), pressure cell (PC), and tiltmeter (TM).
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Table 4-1: Folded Plate Girder Gage Locations (continued onto next few pages)
Gage ID
SG101
SG102
SG103
SG104
SG105
SG106
SG107
SG108
SG109
SG110
SG111
SG122
SG113
SG114
SG115
SG116
SG117
SG118
SG119
SG120
SG121
SG112
SG123
SG124
SG125
SG126
SG127
SG128
SG129
SG130
SG131
SG132
SG133
SG134
SG135
SG136
SG137
SG138
SG139

Gage Location
slab, girder 1, midspan, north
slab, girder 1, midspan, center
slab, girder 1, midspan, transverse top, above girder side
slab, girder 1, midspan, transverse bottom, above girder side
slab, girder 1, midspan, south
slab, girder 2, midspan, north
slab, girder 2, midspan, transverse top, above girder side
slab, girder 2, midspan, transverse bottom, above girder side
slab, girder 2, midspan, center
slab, girder 2, midspan, south
slab, girder 3, midspan, north
slab, girder 3, midspan, center
slab, girder 3, midspan, transverse top, above girder side
slab, girder 3, midspan, transverse bottom, above girder side
slab, girder 3, midspan, south
slab, girder 4, midspan, north
slab, girder 4, midspan, transverse top, above girder side
slab, girder 4, midspan, transverse bottom, above girder side
slab, girder 4, midspan, center
slab, girder 4, midspan, south
slab, girder 3, quarterspan, north
slab, girder 3, quarterspan, center
slab, girder 3, quarterspan, transverse top, above girder side
slab, girder 3, quarterspan, transverse bottom, above girder side
slab, girder 3, quarterspan, south
slab, girder 4, quarterspan, north
slab, girder 4, quarterspan, transverse top, above girder side
slab, girder 4, quarterspan, transverse bottom, above girder side
slab, girder 4, quarterspan, center
slab, girder 4, quarterspan, south
pour, between girders 1 and 2, midspan
pour, between girders 1 and 2, midspan, transverse top
pour, between girders 1 and 2, midspan, transverse bottom
pour, between girders 2 and 3, midspan
pour, between girders 3 and 4, midspan
pour, between girders 3 and 4, midspan, transverse top
pour, between girders 3 and 4, midspan, transverse bottom
pour, between girders 2 and 3, quarterspan
pour, between girders 3 and 4, quarterspan
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SG140
SG141
SG142
SG143
SG144
SG145
SG146
SG147
SG148
SG149
SG150
SG151
SG152
SG153
SG154
SG155
SG156
SG157
SG158
SG159
SG160
SG161
SG162
SG163
SG164
SG165
SG166
SG167
SG168
SG169
SG170
SG171
SG172
SG173
SG174
SG175

pour, between girders 3 and 4, quarterspan, transverse top
pour, between girders 3 and 4, quarterspan, transverse bottom
inside girder 1, top, off-center, midspan
inside girder 1, north side, midspan
inside girder 1, north bottom flange, midspan
inside girder 1, south bottom flange, midspan
inside girder 1, south side, midspan
inside girder 2, top, off-center, midspan
inside girder 2, north side, midspan
inside girder 2, north bottom flange, midspan
inside girder 2, south bottom flange, midspan
inside girder 2, south side, midspan
inside girder 3, top, off-center, midspan
inside girder 3, north side, midspan
inside girder 3, north bottom flange, midspan
inside girder 3, south bottom flange, midspan
inside girder 3, south side, midspan
transverse, tie plate west from midspan, girder 3
transverse, tie plate east from midspan, girder 3
inside girder 4, top, off-center, midspan
inside girder 4, north side, midspan
inside girder 4, north bottom flange, midspan
inside girder 4, south bottom flange, midspan
inside girder 4, south side, midspan
transverse, tie plate west from midspan, girder 4
transverse, tie plate east from midspan, girder 4
inside girder 3, top, off-center, quarterspan
inside girder 3, north side, quarterspan
inside girder 3, north bottom flange, quarterspan
inside girder 3, south bottom flange, quarterspan
inside girder 3, south side, quarterspan
inside girder 4, top, off-center, quarterspan
inside girder 4, north side, quarterspan
inside girder 4, north bottom flange, quarterspan
inside girder 4, south bottom flange, quarterspan
inside girder 4, south side, quarterspan

DT101
DT102
DT103
DT104

between bottom flanges girder 3, about 6 feet east of midspan
between bottom flanges girder 3, about 6 feet west of midspan
between bottom flanges girder 4, about 1 foot west of midspan
between north side of girder 1 and slab
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DT105
DT106
DT107
DT108
DT109

between south side of girder 2 and slab
between abutment and slab, NW corner
between abutment and slab, NE corner
between abutment and slab, SW corner
between abutment and slab, SE corner

PC101
PC102
PC103
PC104
PC105

Behind west abutment, opposite girder 2
Behind west abutment, opposite girder 3
Behind east abutment, opposite girder 2
Behind east abutment, opposite girder 3
At the Engineer's direction to be used for corrections

TM101
TM102
TM103
TM104

Center of west abutment, top
Center of west abutment, bottom
Center of east abutment, top
Center of east abutment, bottom

4.3 Material Properties
Material properties that were used for the data analysis are shown in this section.
Table 4-2: Material Properties

Material
Steel Girder
Concrete
Steel Vibrating Wire

•

Coefficient of
Thermal Expansion
(µε
µε/°C)
µε
12.2 [1]
10.4 [1]
12.2 [1]

[1] Values for the Coefficient of Thermal Expansion (CTE) of steel, concrete, and
the steel vibrating wire were provided in the Geokon instrumentation manuals.
Actual value of concrete CTE may differ and should be provided my MassDOT.

•

Steel Girder Modulus of Elasticity = 29 x 103 ksi
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•

Concrete Modulus of Elasticity = 3.8 x103 ksi. Concrete Modulus of Elasticity
based on assumed values 150 pcf for unit weight and compressive strength of f’c
= 4000 psi.

4.4 Construction Data
Readings were taken from the instruments installed on the bridge during various
construction stages. The stages of construction that are critical for this steel folded plate
girder integral abutment bridge are curing of the precast concrete slabs, and the concrete
closure and end diaphragm pours. Results from the construction instrumentation
monitoring are shown below. Full construction readings are shown for in the construction
data spreadsheet (Uxbridge Bridge - Construction Data.xlsx). Reading times and
corresponding construction activities are shown below in Table 4-3.
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Table 4-3: Construction Reading Descriptions

Reading
0a
1a

Date
8/10/2011
8/10/2011

2

9/11/2011

3a

10/7/2011

4

10/7/2011

5

10/17/2011

7

10/25/2011

8

10/25/2011

Reading

Date
8/10/2011
8/12/2011
8/23/2011
8/12/2011
8/23/2011

0

1

8/23/2011
3
6
9

10/7/2011
10/24/2011
11/3/2011

UMASS READING DESCRIPTIONS
Time
Description
11:30
Girder 1 Gage zero readings.
13:50
Girder 1 Gage readings with wet concrete in forms.
All girders with supports blocks at bearing stiffeners in
17:00
precast yard.
All girders on delivery trucks on site. Support blocks at
10:00
bearing stiffeners.
All girders placed on abutments, pin-pin support
13:15
condition.
All girders placed on abutments with catwalks installed
10:35
underneath girders, pin-pin support condition.
Readings prior to concrete closure and end diaphragm
8:30
pour.
Readings after to concrete closure and end diaphragm
Afternoon
pour.
GEOTEK READING DESCRIPTIONS
Time
Description
Reading Installed - Girder 1
Reading Installed - Girder 2
Reading Installed - Girder 3 and Girder 4
Reading after precast concrete pour - Girder 1
Reading after precast concrete pour - Girder 2
Reading after precast concrete pour - Girder 4 (2 hours
after pour)
Reading upon girder delivery
Reading before end diaphragm and deck pour
Reading after end diaphragm and deck pour

4.4.1 Maximum Effects during Bridge Construction
The maximum effects during the bridge construction are listed in Table 4-4.
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Table 4-4: Construction Maximum Effects
Gage Type
Gage Number Maximum Effect
Slab Embedded Concrete Strain (longitudinal)
SG-111
-178.0 µε
Slab Embedded Concrete Strain (transverse)
SG-104
-209.6 µε
Closure Pour Embedded Concrete Strain (longitudinal)
SG-138
-144.3 µε
Closure Pour Embedded Concrete Strain (transverse)
SG-132
-184.0 µε
Steel Strain Gage (bottom flange of girder)
SG-155
69.7 µε
Disp. Transducer (between girder bottom flanges)
DT-101
5.01E-02 in.
Disp. Transducer (vert. between slab and FPG)
DT-104
3.10E-03 in.

•

Steel Girder Modulus of Elasticity = 29 x 103 ksi

4.5 Live Load Test Data
After completion of construction, a live load test was performed on the bridge using
loaded dumps trucks of known weight in various positions on the bridge. The maximum
effects of the live load test were analyzed and are summarized in Table 4-5. The loading
conditions for each live position (LL Pos #) can be found from the live load truck position file
(Uxbridge Live Load Test Truck Positions.pdf), and detailed readings can be found in the live
load test spreadsheet (Uxbridge Bridge - Live Load Test Data.xlsx), both of which were
distributed separately.
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Table 4-5: Live Load Test Maximum Effects
Gage Type
Embedded Concrete Strain (longitudinal)
Embedded Concrete Strain (transverse)
Closure Pour Embedded Concrete Strain
(longitudinal)
Closure Pour Embedded Concrete Strain
(transverse)
Steel Strain Gage (bottom flange of girder)
Disp. Transducer (between girder bottom flanges)
Disp. Transducer (vert. between slab and FPG)
Tiltmeter (abutments)

•

Gage
LL Pos # Maximum Effect
Number
SG-111
10
-10.4 µε
SG-106
12
12.4 µε
SG-104
11
-12.8 µε
SG-114
13
13.7 µε
SG-138
11
-14.3 µε
SG-133

6

16.0 µε

SG-144
DT-103
DT-105
TM-001

5
4
11
2

51.6 µε
6.69E-03 in.
-3.62E-03 in.
3.56E-03 rads

Steel Girder Modulus of Elasticity = 29 x 103 ksi

4.6 Long Term Monitoring
Long term monitoring is also being performed on this steel folded plate girder
integral abutment bridge. Readings of every gage are currently being obtained every two
hours starting after completion of the live load test on Julian day 325 at 1200 hours. These
data can be found in the long term data spreadsheet (Uxbridge Bridge – Long Term
Data.xlsx) through the end of the 2011 year (Julian day 365/ December 31, 2011),
distributed separately. These data can be used to analyze seasonal effects of the bridge.
4.6.1 Bridge Temperature
Variation of ambient temperatures at the bridge site can be seen in Figure 4-11. The
site temperature was estimated by taking the average temperature of gages that were not
expected to experience temperature fluctuations due to exposure to direct sunlight. The
gages used for ambient temperature estimation are listed in Table 4-6 .
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Figure 4-11: Bridge Temperature

Table 4-66: Gages Used for Temperature Calculation
Gage ID
SG147
SG152
TM101
TM102
TM103
TM104

Gage Location
Inside girder 2, top, off-center, midspan
Inside girder 3, top, off-center, midspan
Center of west abutment, top
Center of west abutment, bottom
Center of east abutment, top
Center of east abutment, bottom

4.6.2 Concrete Longitudinal Strains
Concrete longitudinal strains at midspan are shown in Figure 4-12, Figure 4-13,
Figure 4-14, and Figure 4-15.. The maximum and minimum longitudinal strains in the precast
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concrete slabs are approxima
approximately 50 µε and -55 µε.. The maximum and minimum
longitudinal strains in the closure pour concrete are approximately 30 µε and -20 µε. The
precast slab and closure pours appear to be acting compositely with the largest thermal
induced stresses occurring near the edges of the bridge section and the smallest thermal
induced stresses occurring near the bridge centerline.

Figure 44-12: Girder 1 Concrete Longitudinal Strains
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Figure 44-13: Girder 2 Concrete Longitudinal Strains

Figure 44-14: Girder 3 Concrete Longitudinal Strains
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Figure 44-15: Girder 4 Concrete Longitudinal Strains
4.6.3 Concrete Transverse Strains
Concrete transverse strains at midspan are shown in Figure 4-16 and Figure 4-17.
The maximum and minimum transverse stresses strains in the precast concrete slabs are
approximately 50 µε and -30
30 µε.. The maximum and minimum transverse strains in the
closure pour concrete are approximately 30 µε and -22 µε. Similarly to the longitudinal
strains, the precast slab and closure pours appear to be acting compositely with the largest
thermal induced stresses occurring near the edges of the bridge section and the smallest
thermall induced stresses occurring near the bridge centerline
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Figure 44-16: Precast Concrete Transverse Strains

Figure 4-17
17: Closure Pour Concrete Transverse Strains
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4.6.4 Folded Plate Girder Steel Strains
Folded plate girder bottom flange steel strains are shown in Figure 4-18.
4
The
maximum and minimum longitudinal strains in the bottom flange of the folded plate section
are approximately 45 µε and -80 µε.. These correspond to a maximum tensile stress of 1.3
ksi and a maximum compressive stress of 2.3 ksi.

Figure 4-18
18: Folded Plate Girder Bottom Flange Strains
4.6.5 Bridge Global Effects
Abutment rotation is shown in Figure 4-19. The maximum abutment
ment rotation is
approximately 0.045 radians.
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Figure 4-19: Abutment Rotation
Displacements at the corners of the abutments are shown in Figure 4-20.
4
The
maximum abutment displacement is approximately 0.12 inches. A sudden reading jump in
the displacement transducer located at the southeast corner of the abutment occurred on
Julian day 334. Jumps in other transducers were also registered on this date. The source of
this sudden bridge displacement is unknown but readings are consistent in all transducers
indicating adequate functionality.
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Figure 4-20: Abutment Displacements
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION
5.1 Summary of Project
Many goals have been accomplished through the research presented in this thesis.
Three innovative short span bridge types were studied in efforts to gain greater insight into
the bridge behavior.
A parametric study of skew effects on live load distribution of integral abutment
bridges was completed. Live load distribution factors for integral abutment bridges were
derived based on the midspan moment, endspan moment, and shear force through finite
element modeling. Span lengths of 50, 100 and 150 feet including skew angles of zero, 15,
30, and 45 degrees were studied. Effects of analysis assumptions, such as use of linear soil
springs and beginning live load analysis from the stiffness of the deformed shape under
active soil pressure and dead load or neglecting this initial condition were investigated. The
integral abutment bridge behavior from the finite element models was compared to the
assumed bridge behavior in common design practice.
Two short span bridge types were also investigated through field instrumentation.
Each of these bridges was the first of its type constructed in Massachusetts. The first was
the “Bridge-in-a-Backpack” bridge. This is a fiber-reinforced polymer concrete filled tube
arch bridge overlaid with backfill which was completed in July of 2011. The other was the
Folded Plate Girder bridge consisting of steel folded plate sections with precast concrete
toppings which was completed in November of 2011. The Folded Plate Girder is also an
integral abutment bridge using precast concrete abutment sections. Both bridges make use
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of innovative materials and construction techniques to increase construction speed and
durability.
On each bridge, a variety of instruments were installed to measure the behavior of
these bridges during the construction process, static live load testing, and long term
seasonal changes.
For the “Bridge-in-a-Backpack” bridge, some examples of bridge effects being
measured include the strains in the fiber-reinforced polymer tube and in the concrete inside
the tube, the rotations and displacements of the footings and arches, and soil pressures
over the arches. The relative displacement between the headwalls was also measured. A
total of 99 gages were used to measure bridge behavior.
For the Folded Plate Girder bridge, strains were measured at various locations of the
steel folded plate section and in the precast concrete and closure pour concrete. Bridge
global effects such as abutment rotation and displacement, soil pressure behind the
abutments, and relative displacement between the steel folded plate section and the
precast concrete topping were also measured. A total of 93 gages were used to measure
bridge behavior.
5.2 Summary of Findings
5.2.1 Integral Abutment Bridge Live Load Distribution Parametric Study
It was shown that for integral abutment bridges, the assumptions made about the
support conditions (simply supported versus frame action) could greatly affect the design
live load moment. The midspan moments from the SAP finite element models were
between 35%-50% less than those based on a simply supported structure. If a designer
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were to use the simply supported model to calculate the design live load moment, that
moment could be up to 50% greater than the moment actually seen in the integral
abutment bridge.
Comparing the midspan moment live load distribution factors calculated for the 50
foot span to the AASHTO equations it was observed that the integral abutment bridge live
load distribution factors increased as the skew angle was increased. This behavior does not
agree with the AASHTO skew correction factor that reduces the live load distribution factor
as the skew angle increases. If a designer were to account for the stiffness of the
substructure in the model to determine the design live load moment and then use the
AASHTO live load distribution factor equations, FEM results indicate higher moments in the
bridge girders than what would be designed for at higher skew angles.
The effects of starting the analysis from the stiffness based on the deformed shape
under active earth pressure and dead load were reported. The maximum increase that was
seen with the inclusion of active soil pressure and dead load was in the midspan moment
live load distribution factors and was less than 5%. For live load distribution factors based
on the endspan moments, the inclusion of the effect from active soil pressure and dead
load decreased the live load distribution factors by a maximum of 10%. For shear live load
distribution factors, the effect made less than a 1% difference in the factors. The effects of
starting the analysis from the stiffness based on the deformed shape under active earth
pressure and dead load were most noticeable at longer span lengths and higher skew
angles.
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5.2.2 “Bridge-in-a-Backpack” Bridge
The first installation of the “Bridge-in-a-Backpack” in the state of Massachusetts
was studied. It was observed that the largest effects were induced during the construction
process for this bridge, the maximum effect in the fiber-reinforced polymer tubes was
observed during the filling of the tubes with wet concrete and was a stress of approximately
5.2 ksi. This is small compared to the design tensile stress of 84 ksi. A relative displacement
between the headwalls of approximately 1 inch was measured during the backfilling
process.
The effects due to the static live load testing were much less significant than
construction values. Strains in the fiber-reinforced tube were approximately 40 times
greater and displacements were between 30 and 200 times greater during the construction
process.
From the long term data, evidence of ongoing displacement of arch 8 was seen; the
arch footings are spreading apart from one another and the curvature of the arch is
becoming shallower. This effect was seen continuing through the end of the 2011 year,
since the start of 2012 no data has been collected for this bridge due to issues with the data
collection system. The Massachusetts DOT has been made aware of these issues and is
responsible for determining the solution.
Analysis of the data from the “Bridge-in-a-Backpack” bridge was based on assumed
material properties as the actual material properties needed were not provided to UMass.
Results should be revised to include the actual material properties once they are known.
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5.2.3 Folded Plate Girder Bridge
The first installation of the Folded Plate Girder bridge in the state of Massachusetts
was studied. It was observed that the largest loads were induced during the construction
process for the Folded Plate Girder bridge. During the construction process, which included
the curing of the precast concrete toppings in the precast yard, and the placement of the
folded plate girders on the abutments, the maximum stresses seen in the steel and concrete
were 2 ksi and 0.75 ksi respectfully.
The effects induced during the static live load testing were low compared to the
construction values. The maximum strains reported in the concrete were approximately 20
times less than those reported during the construction process. Displacements between
the bottom flanges of the folded plate section and between the folded plate section and the
precast concrete topping were minimal and were 6.7 x 10-3 and 3.6 x 10-3 inches
respectfully.
Long term monitoring was reported through the end of 2011 (less than 2 months of
data). Monitoring will continue for this structure. Based on this limited time frame the
following trends are noted. The bridge deck appears to be acting continuously between the
precast concrete slabs and the closure pours. Stresses induced from thermal changes are a
maximum near the edges of the bridge, and decrease moving toward the centerline of the
bridge and are continuous through the closure pours.
The abutment rotations and displacements appear to be fluctuating with the
temperature changes in accordance with integral abutment behavior indicating
effectiveness of the precast abutment sections.
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